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CAMPUS NOTES
The Hope College Board of Trustees,
during its meeting Jan. 31, awarded the
general contract for construction of the

Gordon J. and Margaret D. Van Wylen
Library.
Construction of the new library on the west

avoidable.
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NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATION:
Hope College is committed to the concept of
equal rights,, equal opportunitiesand equal
protectionunder the law. Hope College
admits studentsof any race, color, national
and ethnic origin, sex, creed or handicap to
all the rights, privileges, programs and
activitiesgenerallyaccorded or made
available to studentsat Hope College,
including the administration of its educational
policies, admissions policies, scholarship
and loan programs, and athletic and other
school-administeredprograms. With regard
to employment,the College complies with
all legal requirementsprohibiting discrimination in

Hope College campus

is

to begin this spring. Completion is

during the 1987-88 school year.
The general contractor will be the Pioneer
Dr. James Motiff Dr. Anthony Perovich
Dr. Rodney Boyer
Dr. Francis Fike
ConstructionCompany of Grand Rapids
which was the lowest of seven bidders.
her bachelor’s and master’s of science from South Africa, and that it would limit investPioneer Construction has been the general
ments in U.S. companies that operate in
the Boston University School of Nursing and
contractor on several major projects on the
South Africa to those businesses that subreceived her doctorate from Teacher’s
scribe to the Sullivan Principles,a statement
Hope campus, including construction of the College of Columbia University.
Dow Physical Education and Health Center
in which companies agree “to eliminate all
Hope College will designate a recent
vestiges of racial discrimination, remove all
in 1977 and the renovationof the DeWitt
grant from the Atlantic Richfield of Los
race designation signs and desegregateall
Center in 1982.
Angeles, Calif, toward the construction of
eating, comfort and work facilities.”
The total project cost is estimated at $8 .7
the Gordon J. and Margaret D. Van Wylen
million dollars. Funding for the project is
The Hope College Endowment Fund in
Library.
January included stock in three companies
coming from The Campaign for Hope.
Each year the foundationawards a few
that do business in South Africa. All are
unrestricted Liberal Arts Grants to a select
signatories of the Sullivan Principles. The
The Hope-CalvinNursing Program, a
group of colleges. This year Hope was one
value of the stock was approximately
cooperativebaccalaureate nursing program
of 1 liberal arts institutionsnationwide to
$820,000 against a total Endowment Fund
offered at Hope College and Calvin College
receive a $25,000 grant.
value of $15.8 million.
of Grand Rapids, has received full approval
Several Hope College students, faculty
The Hope College Board of Trustees,
from the Michigan Board of Nursing.
and
staff members held a sit-in in the DeWitt
during
its
January
meeting,
approved
a
series
The program received initial approval
Center
during the Board of Trustees meeting.
of
recommendations
from
a
Task
Force
from the Michigan Board of Nursing in
aimed at “building bridges of communication The sit-in was the culmination of a week-long
April, 1982. The first class graduated in
1984. With the graduation of the second class with various elements within South African effort by a student group, the Anti- Apartheid
Action Committee, to increase campus
society.”
last spring, the program became eligible for
awareness
of the situation in South Africa.
The Task Force of students, faculty
consideration of full approval by the state
“Throughout
the week, we’ve been able
members
and
trustees
was
created
last
spring
agency.
to raise the consciousnessof the group,”
There are currently 126 students enrolled by the Board of Trusteesafter receiving a
senior Robert Hoke of Way land, Mich, told
request from the Student Congress which
in the program. The first two graduating
the Grand Rapids Press. “The (cultural
asked the Board to assess the relationship
classes totaled 99 students. Ninety-eight
programs) are wonderful,although we hope
between Hope College and South Africa.
percent of those graduatessubsequently
in the next meetings, the Board of Trustees
The
main
issue
has
been
the
stock
the
passed the State’slicensing exam on the first
1

attempt, a percentageconsideredto be well

college owns in American companies that do

above the norm.
The program has been directed since its
inception by Dr. Cynthia Kielinen who holds

business in South Africa. In 1977 the

article on the teaching profession on
page 6, has been with
Hope College since
1966. A professor of
education and chairman of the department, Dr. Paul holds
his bachelor" s degree
from Hope (1950),
his master's from the University of Michigan,
and a doctoratefrom Western Michigan
University. Prior to coming to Hope, he was
a teacher and principalin the Holland
schools for 13 years. Dr. Paul has authored
several articles on education,ranging from
federal aid in education to alcohol education
for teachers.

the cover:
his pupil Paul

TWO

Doug Braschler’82 and
Hayward.

college
companies domiciled in

in

a

dream, a dream that

see as important for our own good but

also for the development of a better
nation. In his thoughtsabout his death.
Dr. King
he said:

left

Quote, Unquote is an eclectic sampling
of things being said at and about Hope.
I

come before you today I

about the two other times

I

think

was here to

celebrate Dr. King’s birthday.

What

comes to mind about these times is the
enthusiasm and eagerness I had when I
delivered my messages. This year I have
the same feelings and then more.
Coming before you all today means
more to me than before because this year
is the year that Dr. King’s dream
becomes part of each and every one of
us from now on.
“We now have set a day aside that
honors a man among men, who struggled
for you, me, for all people. His dream
becomes more a part of us this year
because there will be time for people to
reflect on Dr. King’s dream. There will
be time for people to, at least for one
day

,

treat their fellow brother and sister

deserving of the love and compassion
that God gives to all of us.

message when

this simple

‘Every now and then

own

as an equal — as one of God’s children,

On

would not invest
“Dr. King had

“As
Dr. Dan Paul, the
author of our feature

Board

of Trustees adopted a policy that the

I

employment.

About the author

scheduled
expected

think about

I

death, and I think about

funeral

my

my own

.... I don’t want a long
And if you get somebody to

funeral.

deliver the eulogy,

tell

them

not to talk

will begin talking about divestment. Divest-

ment is what we are pushing for.”
Task Force recommendations approved by
the Board of Trusteesinclude underwriting
hand that rocked the cradle, ruled the
world. Yes that’s an old-fashioned
saying
but the philosophybehind it has
always been a strong concept . . . .It is
just that women themselves,who are
capable of reaching out to change things,
are changing in much of what they do.
..

.

It is true they still raise families; it is
true that

womanhood

has always set the

tone in a good Society. It

is

just that

education has changed. Women now

new

go

fields but that doesn’t change

too long. Tell them not to mention that

into

have a Nobel Peace Prize. Tell them
not to mention that I have three or four
hundred other awards. I’d like somebody
to mention that day that Martin Luther
King, Jr. tried to love somebody ....
‘Say that I was a drum major for
justice. Say that I was a drum major for
peace; that I was a drum major for

them from being women. If they are
good in law, then they become lawyers.
That doesn’t make them any different.
If they are good in the sciences, they
may become doctors. That doesn’t mean
they can’t raise a family; that doesn’t
mean they cannot continue to set the
moral tone.”
— Jane Byrne, former mayor of
Chicago, Hope College Women’s Week
keynote address.

I

righteousness.

And

all of the other

things will not matter. I won’t have any

money to

leave behind.

I

won’t have the

fine and luxurious things of life to leave

behind. But I just want to leave a
committed life behind.’”
-Senior Paula Smith of Penfield,
N.Y., commemoratingthe birthday of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. at a chapel
service, Jan. 15.

• •

•

“You see, my mother, and

the

people

of her generation, truly believed that the
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three scholarships a year to provide room,
board, and living expenses for non-white
South Africans to attend one of six integrated
colleges in South Africa. Specific fund
raising efforts will be initiated

among

the

faculty, students and trustees to raise these
funds through voluntary support.

The Board also voted to provide tuition
waivers for two non-white South African
students to study at Hope College as long as
other sources are found to cover travel,
board, room and living expenses.
The college will also encourage other
Midwest colleges and universitiesto initiate
similar programs.
Individual faculty members will be
encouraged to explore the possibilitiesof
facultyexchange or sabbaticalprograms with
the faculty of South Africa.
"Hope College should challenge other
Christian schools to do the same,” Dr. Neal
Sobania, director of internationaleducation
and a member of the Task Force, told the
Grand Rapids Press. “And the students
ought to take it upon themselvesto finance
one of those scholarships.That’s only

$1

.16

per student.”

Hope College has been awarded a
$30,000 grant by the Dow Chemical Company Foundation of Midland, Mich, in
support of students majoring in chemistry.
The grant will allow Hope to provide a
$3,500 per year scholarship and a $1 ,500 per
year

summer

research fellowship for four

years to a student pursuing a Bachelor of

Science degree in chemistry.In addition, a
$1,500 Dow Chemical Fellowship will be
awarded each of the next four years to
another student involved in summer chemistry research. And $4,000 will be used by the
chemistry department for scientificequipment purchases.

Alumni and

friends of

Hope College

have established a scholarship fund as part
of the Campaign for Hope in memory of
Lawrence J. (Doc) Green, longtime member
of the college’s faculty and athletictrainer
who died in January, 1982.
Co-chairpersons
of the drive are Jim Kaat
of Glen Mills, Pa. and James VanderPoel of
Holland. Both are members of. the class of

ROAD-HOUSE:

house was the first to

member of

Hope faculty
for 30 years. He was well-known for his work
as an athletictrainee and was the college’s
tennis coach for 22 years.
a

the

Former mayor of Chicago, Jane Byrne,
highlighted Women’s Week at Hope this year
as the keynote speaker. The second annual
event ran from Jan. 27 through Feb.

Dozens

of activities recognizing

Provost Jacob Nyenhuis has been
commissioned by the Michigan Council for
the Humanities to write a keynote articlefor
The Michigan Connection entitled “Language: ImpenetrableLabyrinth or the Red
Thread of Culture?”
Dr. Anthony Kooiker, professor of
music, recently gave a guest recital for the
St. Cecilia Music Society in Grand Rapids,
receiving rave reviews by critics.
“In the 35 years since he joined the faculty

Hope College to teach piano, he has proved
innumerable times that his is an exploring,
adventurousmind, always plumbing the
music for its inner meaning,” said Grand
Rapids Press Music Critic Gerald, Elliot.
at

their contributions to learning and society

of religionand chairperson of the

recently publishedhis essay,

department,

“Neo-Or-

thodoxy,”in ReformedTheology in America.
His paper deals with American religion
during the 1920s and 1930s, looking at the
movement from religious liberalism and
picking up on Reformation themes.

were under the direction of Fonda Green,

festschrift, a tribute to his college professor,

of which he was co-editor. It is entitled

week’s schedule included32 sponsored
events and 33 “open” classes.

Human

of the

Hope-

Geneva Bookstore, has beeq named president
of the Michigan Associationof College
Stores

(MACS)

Cook

has been a

since he joined the
served

in

the

MACS

member of the MACS
Hope staff in 1973. He
Board of Trustees from

1977-79.
Dr. James Motiff, professor of
psychology, has recently been elected
president of the Michigan Biofeedback
Society. As president, Prof. Motiff will
represent Michigan at the national meeting
in San Francisco and present a paper entitled

“Hand and Foot Temperatures:Correlations
and Change with Relaxation.”

a

research grant

by the Petroleum Research Fund, administered by the American Chemical Society.
The $20,000 grant will provide support for
six undergraduatestudents who will investigate the mechanism of biological iron storage
and utilizationin animals.

Kim Lubbers ’83

has been

counselorin 1983.

Letters

Dr. Rodney Boyer, professor of
chemistry, has been awarded

promoted to

assistant directorof admissions, according to

James Bekkering, dean of admissions.
Lubbers joined the admissions staff as a

it was to name the new
Van Wylens. They are such
wonderful people and deserve this special

What

a

great idea

library after the

recognition.
I’ve known them since they arrived in
Holland and have always found them to be
very

warm,

friendly, caring people.

Best wishes to the Van
future of the

new

Wylens and

the

library.

Marie Sherburne ’77 Mercier
Boon, Mich.

Presidential search begins
January 30 meeting, the Board
Hope College approved a
statement describing the opening for the
presidencyof Hope College and auAt

its

of Trustees of

thorized the PresidentialSearch

Commit-

Nature and Natural Knowledge:
“Essays Presented to Marjorie Grene in
Honor of her 75th Birthday."
Dr. Francis Fike, professor of English,
a book of his selected
poems which were written over the past three
decades.The volume, entitled Underbrush,
was dedicatedto his wife, Joan.
has recently published

Dr. Michael Petrovich,associate
professor of history

,

has been reappointed by

the U.S. Department of Education to a
review panel of experts to evaluate proposals
submitted to the U

.

S .

Office of International

Education for fellowships under the Fulbright-HaysDoctoral Dissertation Research
Abroad and Faculty Research Abroad
programs.
This is the second year Petrovichhas
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undergraduateliberal arts educationin a
Christian context; demonstrated administrativeability, preferably in higher
education; ability

to

relate to the college’s

diverse constituencies, including the

tee to proceed in active solicitationof

Reformed Church

qualified candidates.

insights;and leadership abilities to

Dr. Gordon Van Wylen will be retiring

Dr. Anthony Perovich, assistant
professor of philosophy,has publisheda

coordinator of special programs. In all, the

Mark Cook, manager

served on the panel and since 1971, he has
served on 15 federal panels of scholars.

Dr. Dennis Voskuil,associate professor

1.

women and

to other locations

.

1960.

Green was

new Van Wylen

library, three houses along College Avenue between
on the southside of the campus. Here, the nursing department
pick up stakes and head for its new Fourteenth Street site. Construction of the new library will begin in March

In preparation for spring construction of the

Tenth Street and Graves Place are being moved

from the presidency following the close of

in America; financial

articulateand implement effectively the

academic year 1986-87, and the Board
hopes to announce his successor early in
1987 so that he or she can take office by

mission of the college.
Copies of the description of the position
and supporting materials describing the
nature and mission of the college are

July

available to prospective applicants and to

the

1.

The Presidential Search Committee of
nine persons representing the Board of
Trustees, the administrative staff, the
faculty,the alumni, and the student body
has concluded its preliminarytask's of
organizing the pattern of the search and

preparinga description of the position
with background materials for Board
action.
After analysis of the key tasks facing
the college in the next decade, the
following qualificationsfor the presidency
emerged: strong academic credentials,
including an earned doctorate; a distinguished record of achievement,preferably
in higher education;

commitment to

the

members of Hope’s larger constituency
who wish to suggest names of qualified
candidates or place someone in formal
nomination.
Dr. Elmer Hartgerink, the Alumni
Associationrepresentative on the Presidential Search Committee, is appealing,
through this announcement, to Hope
alumni to assist the committee in identifying good candidates. The deadline for
receipt of applications is August 1, 1986.
Inquiries and requests for the position
description should be made to John W.
Hollenbach, Executive Secretary; PresidentialSearch Committee; Hope College;
Holland, Michigan 49423.

Lordship of Christ; commitment to

THREE

EVENTS
APRIL

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Spring Semester
March 21 Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
March 31 Residence Halls Open, Noon
April 1 Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
April 4 Good Friday:Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 25 May Day: Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 28-May 2 Semester Examinations
May 3 Alumni Day
May 4 Baccalaureateand Commencement
May Term (1986) May 5-23
June Term (1986) May 27-June 13
Summer Session (1986) June 16-July 25

Thursday 3, Concert Choir

CRISIS IN

CENTRAL AMERICA

Chapel, 8 p.m.

Apr. 6-May

6, Senior Show:

DePree Art

Center,, Mon. -Sat.,

10 a.m. -9 p.m., Sun., 1-9 p.m.

Tuesday 8, Faculty Recital: Charles Gray,
Conway, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.

violinist and Joan

Thursday 10, GRAND RAPIDS SYMPHONY and flutist
ChristopherKanmer with guest conductor ChristopherLyndon
Gee: Great Performance Series; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Sunday 13, Faculty Chamber Music Concert: Wichers
Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Tuesday 15, Collegium Musicum Concert: Dimnent Chapel,
8 p.m.
Thursday 17, Hope College Wind Ensemble Concert:Dimnent

ADMISSIONS
For details contactthe Admissions Office,Hope College,
Holland, Mich., 49423, (616) 392-5111, ext. 2200.

Chapel, 8 p.m.
**Fri.-Sat.,Hope College Theatre presents No Exit: Studio

VisitationDays — March 7 and April 11
For prospectiveHope students, including transfers, high school
juniorsand seniors. Visitations are intended to show students
and their parentsa typical day in the life of a Hope student.
Ample opportunitiesto meet students, faculty and staff.

New York Bus Trip — March 6-8
Bus leaves Wednesday, March 6 from WappingersFalls, NY
and picks up riders along the New York Thru way. Students
attend classes, academic seminars and stay with current Hope
students. Fee of $99.00 covers transportation, food, lodging
and entertainment.

Holland Area Program — April 11
This special program is geared particularly

of the Reformed College of
Debrecen, Hungary: Sander Berkesi,conductor, Dezso
Karasszon, organist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Saturday 5, Guest Recital: Guy Wuellner, pianist; Dimnent

Theatre, DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Sunday 20, Hope College Chapel Choir Concert: Dimnent
Chapel, 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday 22, Hope College Jazz Ensemble Concert: DeWitt
Theatre, 8 p.m.
**Wed.-Sat.23-26, Hope College Theatre presents No Exit:

6TH ANNUAL HOPE COLLEGE
CRITICAL ISSUES SYMPOSIUM

MARCH

5-6,

1986

Studio Theatre, DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Thursday 24, Hope College Orchestra Concert: Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Fri-Sat. 25-26, Opera Workshop Performance: Wichers
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Sunday 27, Senior Recital: Janet Knutsen, pianist; Dimnent
Chapel, 3 p.m.

for Holland area

program
more about “the

students who have applied for admission at Hope. The
will give studentsthe opportunityto leant

HOPE COLLEGE GREAT PERFORMANCE SERIES: 6
—

Great Performance Series

college in their own backyard.”

adults $7, senior citizen $6,

1

6-394-6996

students$3

College Relations Office, DeWitt Center, 2nd floor.

Junior Day — April 18
A day designed specifically for high school juniorsand their
parentsto help them begin the college search process.
Art Day

—

April 23

Special activitiesfor high school students interested in art as a

A chance to meet faculty and studentsand
DePree Art Center and Gallery.
career.

Pre-Medicineand Pre-Engineering
Day

— May

Special activitiesfor high school juniors interested in

tour the

8
becoming

medical doctors or engineers.
Explorientation ’86 — July 27-August 2
A “mini-college”experience for studentswho will be juniors
and seniors in high school for the

fall

of 1986.

HOPE THEATRE DEPARTMENT: 616-392-1449
Chemistry Department Seminars,Friday afternoons

Adults $5, senior citizens$4, students $3

Research seminars by academic and industrial scientists.For
details, contact the Chemistry Department, (616) 392-5111,

Tickets availabletwo weeks prior to performance. Ticket office located

ext. 3213.

DeWitt Center foyer, hours, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. daily except Sunday.
FESTIVAL — Reserved seats $6, $8. General admission
$4. Tickets availableat Meyer Music House, 17 W. 8th
616-396-6583

Mathematics Department Seminars,normally Tuesdays, 3
p.m. Vander Werf Hall

HOPE MUSIC DEPARTMENT: 616-392-511 1 ext. 31 10
HOPE ART DEPARTMENT: 616-392-5111ext. 3170

Research reports and advanced topic presentationsby visiting
scientists, faculty and students. For details, contact the
Department of Mathematics, (616) 392-5111, ext. 3001.

Hours: Mon. -Sat., 10 a.m. -9 p.m.. Sun., 1-9 p.m.

THE ARTS

Chapel Choir
Wednesday, March 19, Central PresbyterianChurch,
Cincinnati,Ohio
Thursday, March 20, Good Samaritan Reformed Church,
Gahanna, Ohio; New Hope Reformed Church, Dublin, Ohio.
Friday, March 21, Central Presbyterian Church, Baltimore, Md.
Sunday, March 23, Arlington Forest United Methodist
Church, Arlington,Va.
Monday, March 24, Hillsborough Reformed Church,

FEBRUARY
*Wed.-Fri. 26-28, Hope College Theatre presentsThe
Fantasticks:Main Theatre, DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Friday 28, Hope College OrchestraConcert:Dimnent Chapel,

TRADITIONAL EVENTS
CriticalIssues Symposium, March 6
Guest authorities explore issues related to the theme of Central
America. Classes not in session.

SPECIAL

8 p.m.

MARCH
Saturday

EVENTS

Model United Nations, March

1

3-

1

4, for high school students.

1,

Hope College Theatre presents The Fantasticks:

Main Theatre, DeWitt Center, 8 p.m.
Sunday 2, Alumni Recital: Thomas Gouwens, organist;
Dimnent Chapel, 8:30 p.m.
Sunday 9, Guest Recital: Flavio Varani, pianist; Dimnent

Perspectives for Christians in Business, June 8-10, for
Christianbusinesspersonsnationwide.

Chapel, 8:30 prm.
Monday 10, Master Class: Flavio Varani, pianist; Wichers

Summer

Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday 11, March Festival: Festival Choir, Festival Children’s
Choir and Battle Creek Boychoir “Celebrationin Song;”

Institute in

Computer Science, June 16-July 18

&

July 21 -Aug. 22, for novice and computer experts.

Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
Thursday 13, Choral Workshop with John

HUMANITIES COLLOQUIUM
Tuesday, March 18
Janet Everts,assistant professorof religion; “Controversy in
PrimitiveChristianity: Paul’s Polemic and the Jerusalem
Apostles," 3:15 p.m., Lubbers Loft

SCIENCES
Biology Seminars,Fridays,2:30 p.m., Peale 050
Seminars on a variety of topics are presented by visiting
professionals.
For details, contact the Biology Department,
(616) 392-5111, ext. 3212.

FOUR

Rutter:

Dimnent

Chapel, 6:30-8:00 p.m.
*Thu.-Sat. 13-15, Dance XII: DeWitt Main Theatre,8 p.m.
Friday 14, March Festival: Festival Recital; Western Seminary

Commons, 4 p.m.

Saturday

15, March Festival: Grand Finale Concert with
Holland Chorale and Calvin College Alumni Choir; Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Sunday 16, Faculty Recital: Laura Floyd, soprano and Joan

Conway, pianist; Wichers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Tuesday 18, Faculty Recital: Jill Brown, flutistand Roberta
Kraft, pianist; Wichers Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Thursday 20, Student Recital: Wichers Auditorium, 7 p.m.

in

MARCH

—

MUSICAL TOURS

Millstone,N.J.
Tuesday, March 25, MontvilleHigh School, Montville,N.J.
Wednesday, March 26, New Life Community Church, West
Sayville,Long Island
Thursday, March 27, Lynwood Reformed Church, Guilderland,

N.Y.

Friday,

March 28, Abbe Reformed Church,

Clymer, N.Y.

Symphonette
Thursday, March 20, Trinity United Methodist Church,
Elkhart,Ind.
Friday, March 21, South Fayette Community Reformed
Church, Lexington, Ky.
Sunday, March 23, North Atlanta Community Church,
Roswell, Ga.
Tuesday, March 25, Palm Grove Reformed Church, Holiday,
Fla.

Thursday, March 27, Trinity Community Church, Deerfield
Beach, Fla.
Friday, March 28, Rolling Hills Community Church,
Zejjwood, Fla.

Sunday, March

30,

Community ReformedChurch, Clearwa-

ter, Fla.
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Campaign

profile

Chicago

is

$26 million

the

Campaign’s kind

rp he volunteer spirit is the heartbeat of The
I Campaign for Hope. With the Campaign

corporations who had no previous connection for Hope.

now

door and find the right person to talk to within

in

full swing, regional events have

been,

with the college. It was his job to open the

would hand the rest
the country. The efforts of over 500 volun- over for the development office to pursue.
“Most foundations, outside of corporate
teers make such an undertakingpossible.
foundations, have a particularinterest.And
Although headquarteredat Hope’s development office in Holland, the Campaign it’s a question whether a gift to a college fits
that interest. I basicallyhad to show that there
actually has several “homes.” Los Angeles
could be a relationship between Hope and
is a regional abode. So too are places like
the corporation,” he said.
Dallas, Albany, St. Louis and Denver. This
One Chicago corporation established a
Campaign has gone out to meet the people.
unique scholarship fund meant only for
Chicago is also one of those regional
homes marked by the all-importantvolunteer Illinois students pursuing a career in chemisor are in the process of being held all across

the corporation. Then he

try. It is also the hope of the corporation that

spirit.

With 48 volunteers (the

largest

number of

the student receiving the scholarship might

company after graduaOctober 1985. tion.
“The most enjoyablepart of working on
By the time the Campaign winds down, 20
this Campaign is talking to other Hope people
regional areas will have participated.
“The entire success of The Campaign for after years of being away,” said Glen
TerBeek ’64, who was a math-physicsmajor
Hope is due to the volunteer effort,”said
John Nordstrom, director of The Campaign at Hope . A vice-president and senior partner
for Hope. “It would be absolutely impossible with Arthur Andersen Co., he called on
individuals to contribute to The Campaign
without the involvement of so many dedicated men and women.”
“But Hope has always had an excellent
history of alumni involvement,especially
with the Annual Fund,” Nordstrom continued. “Now, with the Campaign and
Annual Fund solicitationhappening at the
same time, I find it extremely commendable
that our alumni have been so dedicated to
both.”
Although Chicago’s volunteers are seasoned with five months experience, they still
know there is a certain level of enthusiasm
to maintain.At least, that’s how it feels for
four men who represent different areas of
leadership for Chicago’sregional campaign.
“I didn’t talk to one person who wasn’t
enthused about Hope or extol the virtues of
regional workers outside of Michigan),

Chicago began its operation

the college,” said

possibly work for the

in

Roy Lumsden

of

town

“The Campaign obviouslygives us
common ground to talk about. But there are
other things besides financial commitments
that our alumni are doing for Hope.

$22 million

It

includes helping recruit high school students

and even helping place Hope students after
they graduate,” said TerBeek who, for the
past two years, has sent recruitersto Hope
to find students who might fill positions at
Arthur Andersen.
"This campaign will mean so much to our
endowment,” he continued. “The quality of
the students is already outstanding and an
increased endowment will only add to that
quality.Hope develops outstanding accountants as well as outstanding chemists ....

$20 million

d like to think that our regional participation

$14 million

I

’

has

made

The

$18 million

$16 million

a difference.”

efforts of all the volunteers in

Chicago,

and over five hundred other volunteers across
the country, is the difference in The

paign for Hope.

^

Cam-

$12 million

$10 million

$8 million

$6 million

$4 million

$2 million

’52.

“Frankly,I think it’s a matter of constantly
getting our alumni together more often
around some geographic area. That’s how
you build up your espirit de corps. People
want and need to stay in contact with

CAMPAIGN

Hope.”

WATCH

Lumsden heads the corporation and
foundationdivision in Chicago as well as
callingon Hope alums. A partner with Ward
Howell, an executive search firm, Lumsden
was an economics major at Hope.
Campaign is going
Lumsden added.

“I really think the

well from here,”

$24 million

Campaign Goal: $26 million
Raised to date: $22.9 million

quite

“It would be a mistake to let all this
enthusiasmdie after the Campaign is over,”
said Ray Fylstra ’69. “I hope it will provoke
an awakening to regional get-togethers on a

The Campaign

continual basis."
Fylstra coordinatedcallers for the

Cam-

for

Hope

is

a

three-year, $26 million fund-

paign in Chicago plus made some contacts

raising effort to strengthen vital

himself. An economics major while at Hope,

areas throughout the College.

he is now a partner with the law firm of
Chapman and Cutler.
Jerry Dempsey never had any previous

Watch the giving grow!

association with the college until his daughter

Margaret came to Hope in 1982. Dempsey
is a graduate of Clemson University and is
the president of Chemical Waste Management and the vice-chairmanof Waste

Management.
“We’ve enjoyed getting to know
college," Dempsey said. "It’s been

The

the
a good,

pleasing experiencefor us so consequently
that's the reason for

my

participation.”

Like his own history with Hope, Dempsey’s job was to introduce Hope to Chicago

CHICAGOLAND

:

Standing

in

front of one of the Art Institute Lions symbols of Chicago

since the late 1800s) are volunteers,from

(

left

to right.

RESOURCES FOR THE CHALLENGE OF

TOMORROW

Ray Fylstra, Roy Lumsden, Jerry

Dempsey, and Glen TerBeek.
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Preparing students for a teaching future
by Dr. Dan Paul
'W Thile

W

it

is

important to be an effective

envisionedfor the future. The best preparation for the future is to be involved with, and
be successful in, dealing with “today’s”
situationsand problems.

The Present

teacher for the next hour’s class, the

Hope College education department also

Many

national studies would imply that

we

are experiencinga high number of
graduateswho come back for either basic

result, the education

certificationor re-certification.
We are

granted approval to offer

projecting a 65 percent increase in the

computer science. In addition, we recognize the need for all teachers to have some
degree of proficiency in this area and as a
result,a computer component is now in-

number of students taking education courses
two years from now.
When the State Board of Education
changed the retirement law a few years ago,
little did they know a recent baby boom
would cause teacher shortages in the immediate future. When a teacher reaches the
magical number of 80 — age plus years of
teaching experience— ^retirement could
come as early as 55 years of age. Ken Austin
of the Michigan Department of Education

department,along with

the computer science department,was
a

certifiable

minor

in

education students are “less than adequate”
cluded in at least two of our regular required
among the total college populationand
courses . W e hope to increase the number of
course work lacks a liberal arts emphasis.
will prepare teachers for the coming years’
courses requiring computer components so
Simply stated, this is not an accurate descripclassroom. What will the problems be? What
we can model the use of them as opposed to
tion of the Hope College educationdeparttechniqueswill foster the solution to those
merely telling students that they will need to
ment or its program.
problems?
have some skill in computer work in the
In describing future programs it is tempting
An analysis of education students’ Scholfuture.
astic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores shows that
to list technological innovations, such as
The educationdepartment will also be
using computers to teach, as an example of our students come from a cross section of the
moving to new facilities with the completion
projects that nearly 30 percent of the state’s
college population. If all of the education
keeping abreast of educationtrends. As
of the new Van Wylen library. Most of the
students’ scores were averagedand compared teaching force — some 25,000 of 87,500
importantas the computer may or may not
second floor of Van Zoeren will be occupied
teachers
—
will
be
eligible
for
retirement
by
to an average of all other students, the scores
be in the future of education, a more accurate
by the educationdepartment for offices,
1990.
and meaningful analysis is found in an
would be identical.
But interestin teaching as a profession is conference rooms, and classrooms designed
examination of how the educationprogram
Education students are liberally educated
higher than it has been in the past 12 to 15 especially for teaching educationstudents.
at Hope. For example, instead of taking
has developed, what it looks like today, and
These classrooms will be equipped with
years. More importantly, students are
how this natural progression will most likely
course work in just one science, most take
audio-visual aids and will be geared toward
remaining
in
education.
In
1982-83,
84
course work in four science areas. All
influence the future.
elementary and secondary teaching examjuniors
took
the
education
methods
class
. By
education classes are taken in addition to the
The Past
ples. One room will have a one-way mirror
1983-84,
their
senior
year,
only
54
remained
For many years the educationdepartment core and major requirements.
window which will allow our students to
has had a strong program in teacher preparaBut it also must be stated that the rest of for student teaching. In 1984-85, 110 juniors
observe a classroom brought here from an
took methods and in 1985-86, 107 seniors
the Hope community makes a big difference
tion. Changes that have taken place were not
recognizes the importanceof looking into the

future in an effort to design a program that

designed to correct deficiencies but rather
added strength to the program. Those
changes have resulted in broadening the
required educational course program,
dramatically increasing field experience
components and initiatingthe addition of
special educationprograms.
Field components have been added to
almost every single course offered. At the
sophomore level, an education student works
on a one-to-one basis with an elementaryor
secondary child. Small group work is the
emphasis at the junior level while the typical,
entire class teaching experienceis provided
at the senior level. In addition, the

amount

of experience increases from 25 percent as a

sophomore to 33 percent as

a junior to

75

percent as a senior.

The Hope education department is very

we produce. The
quality of the other departments makes it
possible for us to have quality in ours. The
educationdepartment is similar to Hope’s
in the type of teachers

other departmentsin that, during the 1984-85
year,

we prepared 141 majors. But

a large

share of our role was in teaching, advising,

and otherwiseproviding services for majors
from other departmentswho sought certification. There were 104 of them. Those figures
show that 43 percent of the students involved
in our education program were majors in
other departments on campus.
In the period of 1978-1982, 70 percent of
Hope graduateswith a teaching certificate
were placed in a teaching position; at the
same time the national average was approximately 35 percent. Eighty-one percent of
those graduatingseniors who were certified

unique because it offers field involvementas

last year, and sought teaching positions,were

sophomore year. Through early
participation,some students recognizethat

placed.

early as the

The Future

The number of education students at Hope
in the past few years certainly did decline
who stay with the program are generally,
but never as drasticallyas some other
naturally, attracted to teaching and are
typically very confidentin their own ability institutions.We are now experiencinga
by the time they reach senior student teach- dramatic growth. The predictions of a
shortage of teachers in the next five years in
ing. Therefore, these people make better use
Michigan have rekindled an interestin
of their experience.
education may not be for them. The students

Because of the success of this field
experienceapproach, few basic changes are

SIX

education as

a

profession. Not only are

more

traditionalstudents going into education, but

went on to student teach.
The State Board of Educationhas approved'
a number of requirementswhich will undoubtedly have an effect on us. Instead of having
three areas of certification— namely,
elementary

,

secondary

,

and K-

1

2

—

the state

adding middle school certification.This
will at least add another course to our
program.
The State Board of Education also approved a requirementfor all teachers to take
six credit hours of college work (or its
equivalent) every five years as long as a
person teaches. This requirementwill enable
us to work with area schools in the development of meaningful courses for providing
in-service programs for their teachers.
One other requirementwhich has been
mandated by the state is a course in teaching
the handicapped and gifted. Since we have
had a course of this description for the last
four years, this will not necessitate any
is

additional courses.

These requirementsdirectly affect half of
our students who stay in Michigan to teach.

But since Michigan’s new requirementsare
a little more stringentthan other states, it is
still a benefit to the students

who

leave

Michigan.
It is

no secret that more and more schools

area school.

A recent study, conducted by Mark
Clements Research Inc. , found in surveying
current teachers that today’s problems lie in
the areas of apathy of students, lack of
parental and communitysupport, and school
bureaucracy.This means we need to put
more emphasis on good ways to motivate
students, we need to learn how to work more
effectively with parents, and find constructive ways for teachers and administrators to
work together.
We have to take the responsibilityof
teaching our students how to deal with these
things when they start to teach. Since most
Hope students come from families who value
education, they have a tendencyto think that
all children are going to want to learn.
They’re going to find out though, as the
Clements study shows, that that isn’t the
situation in the “real world.” They will see
that some students come from homes that
don’t count educationas a vital asset. They
will quickly realize that they can’t just

open

them and expect them
to come in. They’re going to have to open
the door and entice them to come in.
The challengeis before us and the Hope
educationdepartment is ready for the
demands of the future in the classroom,
the door of learning for

are using computers in the classroom. As a

FEBRUARY 1986
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“I expect that I will be the one getting the most out of my teaching. I
that, in helping my students with their academics and feelings, I

mean

believe they will also help me learn about life. They always say the best
life is seen through the eyes of a child. That is the type of vision
I want to have. And I know they will show it to me.
“I think academics are extremely important, but if I get a child who
type of

doesn’t

know how

to express his or her feelings, or doesn’t

know how

to

relate to his or her peers or elders, then I have a child who is not going
to do well in society. That’s why I think, as a teacher, I should put emphasis

on social values as well as academic values.
“I look at this semester at Hope as one of my most important. I need
help from professionals in the field and I’m getting it. I don’t think teaching
is just another job. A person has to want to do it and have the enthusiasm
and ambition for it. And academically, I feel like I’ve been prepared the
best to do those things.”
— Kelly Stair '86
student teacher

“When I was first at Hope, I thought I could be a world-changer. And
now, after teaching for a few years, I would rather refer to it as a
world-molder. I can’t change anything as a teacher. I can mold what
already there, but I can’t change the basic personalityof a child.
“Once a student comes into my classroom, I try to treat that student as
an individual, not just another entity in my classroom. I try to emphasize

is

process will be done together, as individuals. The more
a one-to-one basis, the more affect I have. A
class has no feeling, an individual does.
“Hope showed me how to prepare my style of teaching. I was always
taught to accentuate the positive. In fact, I’d have it no other way. So I
would hope that if my students had to describe me with one word, they
would say ‘enthusiastic,’ because I care about their education and who
they are. It’s hard to be enthusiastic if you don’t care.”
— Doug Braschler ’82
junior high math teacher
Hamilton, Mich. Community School
that our learning
I

can deal with a student on

“I’ve seen so many changes in education over the years. We expect so
much more from children academically today, especiallyin reading and

math. They come to us from various forms of distractions,like television
or mothers who are now working away from the home. And so a major
change in our jobs has been being part-time parents for some of our students.
We help develop self-confidence, self-esteem, social graces and manners.
“Since kindergarten is the first year of many years of school for the
children, 1 feel very strongly that, if this can just be a good experience,
it will help them look forward to those remaining years. And I feel my
reward for that is finding a little hand in mine or being called ‘Mom’ by
mistake.
“Hope gave me an excellent background in the liberal arts, but I don’t
think any of us ever realized how totally comprehensive teaching could be.”

— Joanne Lager

'53

Bolema

kindergarten teacher
Muskegon, Mich. Public Schools
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OPUS
selections

_

from the student literary publication, Autumn 1985
Biloxi

My Mother’s Father

We were

in Kansas.

always moving,
moving, moving on.

Moving slowly

BiloxiMississippi6239

between the rows

SouthCourtKeeslerAirForceBase,

of cabbage, tomatoes,

first

wire

and

memory wrapped address.

Is tilling his

garden

com,

and

He kneads

Cool green morning grass and
hot red clay under moving,
moving feet.

the soil

with strong hands,
and

sifts the earth

between his

Tomboy, me played

thick fingers,

cowboys and Indians, smear the queer and tag
with brown sweaty boys whose stretched

the coarse balls of dirt

crumble at
then

his touch

underwear always hung out

fall,

back to the ground

My

with the softness

back teeth

of sand.

when

And while
worked

their

spi,t

home

We

He did

the heat

is

wasn’t around,

the shells

never

spit the shells out.)

across the Missouri horizon,

My

not.

all

played until

wrapped us

cotton so

mother’s father

in

we

from his garden
in Kansas,

move.

the last rays of light

and jelly sandwiches,

After our thick peanut butter

made us laugh
because we couldn’t speak, and
our air conditioned naps we were
that

through

the stalks of

wet

couldn’t hardly

watching the sunset

filter

our

could teach the airdale to

that disappeared

from behind

mom

at squirrels. (We

the land

tom shorts.

brother and me, we cracked pecans with

and

his father

of their

com,

slide along the green leaves,

and flicker across the smile,

When

on his face.

John D. Armstrong III
junior from Salt Lake City, Utah

move

out on the

Jon Hook, senior from South Holland, III.

came on
we’d all go

by

again.

the street lights

home

to fried okra and catheads with

8:34 p.m.

gravy.

For Cassie

Lyn

know you resent me
Because you are me
I

But

know

that

am also you
And forgive me
I

For taking delight in being we.
by Lisa L. Gierlach
senior

from Arlington Heights, III.

you should be here because
you could feel the wind as
it whips the leaves and
it forces the branches to sway like windshield wipers
and blows my coat open
and would rip it off
if it could and
if you were here you would see the grey
and brown and black of the sky fade back

Later our

moms would

tuck the covers up to
our chins, but I’d
slowly ease
out of bed

squeak
and read another book by the

trying not to

pale

light just inside

the

window.
then, with one hand on

and forth into each other as

push against each other as if
the trees were swatting them around
like hockey pucks kind of
like the way you feel
when you are sitting outside in the drizzle and
when someone is supposed to show up

the stiff curls of the

the clouds

but they don’t

airdale’s back, I’d

dream about moving, moving,

moving
freezing

wind

on.
by Elizabeth Cross
sophomore from Oscoda, Mich.

by Bill Van Faasen

sophomore from Holland, Mich.
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Cagers and swimmers in heated races
The focus of

Hope’s swimming teams, under coach

attention during the

current winter sports season was not on the

John Patnott, were both undefeated in

men’s basketball team as

dual meets at mid-February.

Instead, the
the men’s and

in the recent past.

women’s basketball squad and
women’s swimming teams

were in the news as MIAA seasons headed
toward exciting finishes.
The Flying Dutch cagers grabbed the
headlines for both their basketball prowess
throughoutthe season and a notable game
that gained national attention.
First-year coach Terri McFarland guided
her cagers to a fine 6- 4 record through Feb
1

.

game against Albion on Jan.
22 that created the most attention.
Albion was leading Hope 40-28 early in
the second half when the lights went out in
the Dow Center because just two blocks from
campus a freight train had derailed,knocking
down power lines and throwing the neighborhood and entire Hope campus into darkness.
The game was suspended.
The Flying Dutch ralliedwhen the game
was resumed two nights later and eeked out
6, but

it

was

a

an 83-78 triumph in overtime, ending

a

game

that had taken 49 hours to complete.

The postponement and resulting Hope

The

victory received national coverage from

Associated Press and even earned mention in

both USA Today and Sports Illustrated.
With several games left to play, the Flying
Dutch already owned a school record for
victories in a season while senior Karen
Gingras-Hoekstraof Lansing, Mich, and
sophomore Dee Ann Knoll of Grand Rapids,
Mich, established new Hope marks for points
scored and rebounds gatheredin one year.
Gingras-Hoekstra,a two-time all-league
forward, received an additional honor when
she was voted to the Great Lakes AllAcademic women’s basketball team. A
physical educationmajor with an English
minor, she maintainsa 3.7 grade point
average on a 4.0 scale.
The Flying Dutch won two tournament
championships, the Great Lakes Colleges
Associationand the St. Mary’s College

MIAA

The Flying Dutch are bidding for their
seventh consecutiveleague championship
while the Flying Dutchmen are after their
first.

The Flying Dutchmen posted
victory

when

they toppled

a

major upset

Kalamazoo

College in a league dual meet 67-46. It
marked the end of a 4-year-old streak of 98
consecutive MIAA dual meet victories by the
Hornets.
Junior Rob Peel of Spring Lake, Mich. , a
NCAA All-American in four events last year,
1

has already qualifiedfor this year’

s

nationals

in the 50 , 100 and 200 yard freestyleevents

.

The Flying Dutch will also again be well
represented at nationals. Early qualifiers
included sophomore Jennifer Straley of
Flushing, Mich, in the 500-yard freestyle,
and divers Karla Koops, a sophomore from
Holland, Mich. , and Diane Vos, a freshman
from Zeeland, Mich., on the one-meter
board. Hope will also send its 800-yard
freestylerelay team comprised of senior
Connie Kramer of Grandville, sophomore
Kaarli Bergman of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
freshman Shelly Russell of Battle Creek,
Mich., and Straley.
Hope’s bid for a sixth consecutiveMIAA
men’s basketball championship was cut short
as the Flying Dutchmen had lost three league
games by mid-February.Coach Glenn Van
Wieren’s cagers were 1-8 overall and 5-3
in the league through Feb. 8. They appeared
1

to be thwarted in their bid fora fifth straight
trip to the

NCAA

Two Hope

DivisionIII playoffs.

football players received

All-America recognition. Dirk Ver Meulen,
senior from Columbus, Ohio, was voted a
first team NCAA DivisionIII defensive
lineman by Football News while Blaine
Newhouse, a senior from- Portage, Mich.,
was selected to the Pizza Hut DivisionIII
All-American third team as a defensive
middle
0

a

guard.

ON YOUR MARK:
of his

meet

Classic.

Junior Rob Peel, from Spring Lake, Mich., awaits the start of one
swimming events. Peel has already qualified to compete in the NCAA national

in three events -

5Q, 100, and 200 yard freestyle.

MEN’S TENNIS

Spring
Sports
Schedules

Head Coach: William Japinga
Spring Trip

MEN’S

Outdoor
Wed.. April 9 . .
Sat.. April 12 ...
Wed.. April 16 .
Sat.. April 19
Wed., April 23 ...

.

BASEBALL

SOFTBALL

Head Coach: Bob Johnston

Head Coach: Anne Irwin

Spring Trip

.......... tCcntralCollege.Ky.t
......... . . tTenncssce Temple,

p.m
Sal., March 22
I p.m
Mon.. March 24 ............. West Georgia,3 p.m
Tues.,March 25 ............ Columbus. Ga.. 3 p.m
Wed.. March 26 ..............Georgia State, 6 p.m
Thurs..March 27 ............. Georgia State, 3 p.m
Fri., March 28 ........... tCumberland. Tcnn.. I p.m
Sat., March 29 ........ tDavid-Lipscomb.Tcnn., I p.m
21

I

.

Regular Season
Wed., April2
Sat., April

Wed

.

....... ........... at Ferris.
.................'ALMA,

5

April

9

Fri., April II

Wed., April 16
Fri., April 18
Sat., April 19
Wed.. April 23
Sat., April 26
Sat., May 3
.

.

Sat.,

May

3

Tues., May 6
Tucs..May 6

.

.

p.m
I p.m
............ ’at Adrian. I p.m
.............. tat Aquinas, I p.m
............... ’OLIVET, I p.m
........ GRAND RAPIDS JC. 1 p.m
........ *at Kalamazoo. I p.m
•ALBION. I p.m
............... "at Calvin. I p.m
Grand Rapids JC at Kimb'c Field, 1 a.m
...... Aquinas at Kimble Field, 2 p.m
....... Ferris at Belknap Field, 1 a.m
I

1

1

Grand Valleyat Belknap Field, 2 p m
•MIAA Game
tDoublehcadcr
Home games playedat Ekdal J. Buys Athletic Fields located at
13th St. and FairkinkxAve.
.

(doublcheader)

.

Spring Trip
games playedat West Orange Girls Club, Ocoee. Fla.)
Mon., March 24 ...............
Kean. N.J.. 10 a.m
Mon., March 24 .............. Dubuque, la.. I p.m
Tues.,March 25 .......... Wisc.-Plattcvillc. 1:30 a.m
Tues.,March 25 ............. Millikin. III.,2:30 p.m
Wed.. March 26 ........... Buena Vista, la., 10 a.m
Wed., March 26 ........... St. Xavier.111., 1:30 a.m
Fri., March 28
............ Dubuque. 10 a.m
............. Millikin,1 p.m
Fri., March 28
........... So. Maine. 10 a.m
Sat.. March 29
Sat.. March 29
............ Eric. N.Y.. I p.m
Regular Season
Wed.. April2
..... GRAND VALLEY. 2:30 p.m
............ *at Alma, I p.m
Sat.. April 5
Wed.. April 9
.......... -ADRIAN, 2:30 p.m
Sat.. April 12
NAZARETH.I p.m
Thurs.,April 17 ............... ’at Olivet. 2:30 p.m
Sat.. April 19
............... at Aurora. III.,1 p.m
Tues.,April22
........ ’at Albion.2:30 p.m.
Thurs..April24 .... .......... -CALVIN, 2:30 p.m.
Fri. -Sat . April 25-26
at Ohio NorthernInvitational
Thurs. -Sat., May 1-3
. MIAA Invitational at Calvin
•MIAA
(All regular season dates arc doublchcaders)
Home games played at Van Tongeren Fieldlocated at 3rd St.
and Pine Ave.
(All

1

Sat., April

26

. . .

Thurs. -Fri., May 1-2

......

2:30 p.m.
1 a.m.
....... -at Calvin,2:30 p.m.
...... -ALBION, 12:30p.m.
........ -ALMA. 2:30 p.m.
...... -ADRIAN. 12:30p.m.
....... MIAA Meet al Albion
4 p.m. Thursday. 10 a m. Friday

...

.

Fri., March

TRACK

Head Coach: Gordon Brewer
Indoor
Thurs..February27 ........... at Grand Valley.6 p.m.
Tues.,March II ............. al SpringArbor.6 p.m.

.

.

.

at

•MIAA Meet
Home meets arc
13th St.

held at Ekdal J. Buys
and FairbanksAve.

*ai Olivet.

WabashRelays,

1

.

Game
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March 15

5

.

April 12
Wed., April 16
Sat., April 19
Wed.. April23
Sat . April 26
Sat.,

Thurs. -Fri., May

•MIAA Meet
Home meets arc
13th St.

Head Coach: Russ DeVette
Indoor
............. al Grand Valley.6 p.m.
............ at Spring Arbor. 1 a m.
1

SOUTHWESTERN.MICH . 12:30 p.m.
......... at St. Mary's. Ind., 10 a m.
.............. -at Calvin,2:30 p.m.
............. -ALBION. 12:30 p.m.

..............-ALMA,

2:30 p.m.
............. -ADRIAN. 12:30 p.m.
MIAA Meet at Albion
1-2

.....

held at Ekdal J. Buys
and FairbanksAve.

.

•MIAA Meet
Home matches playedat

13th Street

and Columbia Ave.

Head Coach: Andrea Dahl
Spring Trip
Mon.. March
Peace College.N.C., 2:30 p.m
Tues..March
Davidson College,N.C.. 2 p.m
Thurs.. March 27 . St. Andrews Prcsbytenan,N.C., 2:30 p.m.
Fri . March 28 ..... Greensboro,N.C. College.2:30 p.m
Sat.. March 29 .......
CentreCollege.Ky.. 1:30 p.m.
Regular Season
Wed.. April 2
-at Olivet. 3 p.m
Fri. -Sat., April
GLCA Tournament at Denison.Ohio
Mon.. April 7
-at Alma 3 p.m.
Tucs . April 8
-ADRIAN. 3 p.m
Mon.. April 14
-KALAMAZOO,3 p m.
Fri. -Sat.. April 18-19
to be announced
Tues . April22
-at Albion.3 p.m.

24
25

Outdoor
Sat.. April

..........

WOMEN’S TENNIS

WOMEN’S TRACK

Sat.,

II

Athletic Fields located at

1

Thurs..Feb. 27

Mon., March 24 ..................
to be announced
Tucs., March 25 ..... J.C. Calhoun. Decatur.Ala., I p.m.
Wed.. March 26 . . . Universityof the South.Tcnn., 2 p.m.
Thurs.,March 27 .......... Berry College.Ga., 3 p.m.
Fri., March 28 ................. to be announced
Sat., March 29 . . . David Lipscomb College,Tcnn., 10 a.m.
Regular Season
Sat.. April 5 ...................-ALMA. I p.m.
Wed.. April 9 .................-at Adrian.3 p.m.
Thurs..April 10 ................
AQUINAS. 3 p.m.
Fri.. April
LEWIS UNIVERSITY. 3 p.m.
Wed.. April 16 .................-OLIVET,3 p.m.
Fri. -Sat.. April 18-19 . . GLCA Tournament at Wabash. Ind.
Tues..April22
"at Kalamazoo, 3:30 p.m.
Wed . April 23 .................-ALBION, 3 p.m.
Sat., April 26 ................."at Calvin.1 p.m.
Thurs. -Fri.. May 1-2 .
MIAA Tournament at Kalamazoo

...........

4-5

................

..........

25

...........
............

...........

Fri., April

Thurs. -Fri., May
Athletic Fields located at

1-2

•MIAA Meet
Home matches playedat

.

.

13th Street

-CALVIN. 3 p.m.
MIAA Meet al Calvin
and Columbia

Ave
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On

750 miles down.

©

a.m. for Detroit, Kim preps
canned coffee and
popular rock music. A direct trip on Interstate
96 leads to “Destination: Motor City,” home
of the would-be, Disney-style, communitytransporting People Mover and any type of
radio station your tapping foot would ever
Leaving

by Eva D. Folkert

rTlhe “Cruise Mobile’s” odometer

at 7

the car with her essentials:

reads

1

76,902 miles. An admissionsrecruiting
car knows no rest.
Thirty thousand of those miles were ticked
states and a couple hundred public and

desire.
The early morning horizon glows red with

private high schools, all meant for the

the sunrise as other traveling workers speed

off in the last year visiting seven

midwestem

student-seeking trek of keeping

by, rubbing eyes and straightening sun

Hope’s

Kim keeps a steady pace and
new day with her car coffee cup.

student enrollmentincreasing.

visors. But

The eight Hope admissionscounselors,
who pound differenthighways, sharing visits
to over 850 high schools from New York to
Minneapolis,know too well that many miles
of asphalt await them between September
and December.
For Assistant Director of Admissions,
Kim Lubbers ’83, her trusty vehicle, and
other colleagues, lifeduring fall’s customary
journeys is one continuous,needle-skipping
refrain of Willie Nelson’s travel tune, “On
The Road Again.”
Kim’s car is her companion, amigo,
compadre; an inanimatecompadre but a
friend nonetheless. You could say Kim’s
Cruise Mobile is to her what Silver was to
the Lone Ranger. Well, that may be
exaggeratinga bit since her metal mammal
offers music, comfortableseats, and cruise
control. No horse could ever do that.
Kim began her first year in admissionsas
an in-officeinterviewer immediately after
graduating from Hope. She found she wasn’t
suited to sit behind a desk though. So, for
the past two years, she’s hit the road. Perhaps
it was her high energy level that shooed her
out or maybe she just needed a change of
scenery every day. Whatever the case, she
prefers being a “traveling salesperson.”

toasts the

“Now

the road again

isn’t that just beautiful! The really

neat thing about driving this early in the

morning is getting to see things that I
wouldn’tsee if I were still an 8-to-5er,”she
says as she reveals her expertise at pouring
coffee from her thermos with one hand while

puddles always seem to be right at the foot
of my door when I’m getting out of the car ,
coffee still gets on my clothes even with this
new spill-free cup, and I inevitablymake at
least three U-tums a day.”
Ah yes, the infamous, inevitable U-turn
and its first cousin, the three-point turn.
Since this is Kim’s second year on the road,
the day ’s city is still an adventure of unfamiliar street names and misguided directions
from misinformed gas station attendants.
“Looks like I’ll have to turn around in the
next driveway,”has become a standard motto
on the road. •
A month prior to the trip , Kim mailed each
school on her itinerarya letter and a- poster
stating her arrival time. Her week will consist
of three to five high school visits a day plus

a College Fair or College Night in the

convention-

driving with the other. She places her cup in

evening. A “Fair”

a holder on the dash which seems to sit

like exhibits while a “Night” is held in

enshrinedas a monument to stimulation.
The trip is relativelyquick but not quiet.

scheduled sessions of allotted time for

Slipping

cassettetape into her stereo,Kim

a

is

free-for-all,

extolling the virtues of a school.
It all

makes for a

erratic,busy day that

plays pretend drums on the steeringwheel in

starts at about 7 a.m. and continues well into

her uninhibited, lively flair. She has no
qualms about being herself, regardless of a
watching passenger or passing car. As she

the afternoon. Then she’ll return to her hotel

nears Detroit though, she ejects her ill-fated,
taped-singers for

Motown

a

glitzy-talking,hyperbolic

disc jockey. “Gives

she says.

“Why

me

a variety,”

get stuck in a rut, right?”

This week’s worth of schools, near the
Detroit area, could be called “The Suburban

Ann Arbor first, east
Femdale, then west to
around Detroit but never

Connection,” south

to

to make calls and finish the day’s paperwork
on the visited schools. After a couple hours
rest, Kim heads out again at 6 p.m. to some

other burg for the three-hour College Fair or

Night.
The first high schools to visit are in Ann
Arbor, home of the University of Michigan
— a strong magnet for Michigan collegebound students on the east-side, if not all

to Ypsilanti, north to

over the state. Penetrating the eastern

Birmingham;

Michigan market has been a challengefor
Hope’s admissionstaff. Hope is “all the way”
over on the other side of the state. Many

quite in

all

it.

“After you’ve been driving awhile for a
living, you start to find there are
that can really get to you,”

Kim

some

pitfalls

begins.

“Mud

;

home,

students like to stay near

attending

closer schools or staying true to the best-loved

Kim Lubbers and

the Cruise Mobile

state school.

“Once you

The Rest
John Hensler
Bryson

’84

Heiidi Booher

Pam Rezek

Road Crew

’85 ................. New York/Upper Michigan

Ken Neevel ’84
Bill

of the

...............H.A.R.T.
.

.

.....................

Director/NewJersey
Chicago/ Wisconsin

............. Indiana/Iowa/Northeast Michigan
Tewinkle ......... In-officeinterviewer/Twoweek

’85

’83

traveller-substitute

Kim Lubbers ’83
Director Mary Elhart ’77

Assistant Director
Associate

........
Kraai

.
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guidanceoffice .... if not
an unlocked door,” says Kim as she jiggles
the door in patientregret and moves onto the
next set which looks a little more like a main
entrance.

The halls are

with boisterous
students passing to classes . It may be a wild
adventure of dodging and weaving, but it
always makes for an opportune time to find
an unsuspecting informant who will tell Kim
that the guidanceoffice is down the hall, to
filled

Detroit/Ohio/Minnesota

Grands Rapids

to Traverse City

There is no typicalguidanceoffice. They
can be one small office or

ally-statedcollege posters.
There is no typical guidance counselor ^chi
either. Some are outspoken, some are
passive.

Some walk admissionrecruitersto

a

series of several

rooms with a variety of equipment and
literature. Their only common denominator
is walls that seem to be huge bulletinboards
decorated with brightly-printed,tradition-

tnin

their cars, some occasionally forget they are

even coming.
Speaking with prospective
tries to

make them aware

Hope unique. Her

Kim

students,

of what

reqi

makes
or

talk is not formulated

' c

Mo

the

rehearsed, but she does make sure all

eP

pertinent facts are mentioned:the community, size of the student body, the

religious 1

dimension, facilities, academic majors,

the left.

Camp ’78 ... . Kalamazoo, Lansing to Gaylord
Dean James Bekkering ’65 ................ Holland/St. Louis

Associate Director Gary

get to the high school, it’s a

trick to find the

dorm

life,

admissions requirements and 1

application process.

Many

of the things

e

she

^
^

discuss depend upon the questions students
ask. Often

it

turns out to be a

1

s

spontaneous «(

conversation.
In her approach with students, Kim

.

tnes^
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another 30,000 to go
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This week's worth of schools, near the Detroit area,
could be called ((The Suburban Connection,"
south to Ann Arbor first, east to Ypsilanti,
north to Ferndale, then west to Birmingham;
all

around Detroit but never quite in

and ask more about Hope. Those students
are really interested and my quality contact
with them is important.
“I don’t make things up and I don’t
exaggerate,” she continues. “Any representative that does is bound to have it all bounce
back on him or her. I don’t manipulatethe
facts. I tell it the way it is and try to see if
that student makes a good match for Hope.
And if they do, then I encourage them to
come. And if it’s obvious that they don’t
make a good match, then I have to be honest
with them because I want them to be happy
I don't distort the figures just to get them
here. I want them here, but I want them to

Returning to the hotel

it.

after a

four-hour

evening of more driving and “selling,”Kim
bursts into her empty, dark hotel room.
quick flick of

a

A

switch turns on the television

company, and Kim finishes the final
paperwork for the day.
“What 1 like about Hope,” she shares after
another visit, “is how very helpful Hope’s

for

professors and administrativestaff are to the
admissions office. Our professors realize this

and serve as our right hand by meeting,
individually frequently, with students and
parents, sharing insights and answering

.

be happy too.”
This happens all week, all fall semester.
Kim is in and out of high schools, sometimes
talking with 20 students, often fewer. And
although it may seem like a grind, each
school and potential Hope student is totally
different.At one school a few girls were
interestedto hear if
to

remember how

it

felt to be

back

in

high

school; the indecision, confusion, peer

Kim makes sure she talks about the
want to hear most.
“There are three common questions,” she
says. “Students want to know about the
jnl requirements it takes to get into Hope. They
like to hear about the dorm and social life.
or Most, of course, will ask about a particular
department or academic area they’re leaning
,j. toward.”
There has been a decisive trend over the
^"past few years, showing that many high
school students are very serious about the
pressure.

io

things the students

*

driving to the next school . Even

if

student shows up to meet with her, she’ll
take that scholar to a quiet

comer in

the

guidanceoffice and expound the finer points
of Hope College to the one pair of listening
ears.
“I

know I’m

not always going to get a

large turnout. And if I do find a small turnout,

e
|S

remember that there have to be others
out there who want to hear about Hope. Some
kids just can’t get out of class due to a test
or for another reason. Some go to College
Fairs or have some other contact, like an

^

alum.

e’|| whole process of higher education selection.
,niS As a result,

)US

,E

sitting

in on counseling sessions already.

Kim
jgs

many underclassmen are

^0

is affable with all students, staying

the last minute to

COLLEGE,

answer questions before

FEBRUARY 1986

I

try to

has a

German

,

not necessarily the quantity

On
is a

a great deal to the profs

admission process.”

her last day, gettingfrom ’burbto ’burb

hectic and frustrating venture since there

only 15 minutes to travel 10 miles.
Managing city driving is like a mechanical
version of walking through those passing
classes in the halls. Although close scheduling only happens occasionally, it is at those
times Kim really needs to be in the fast lane.
“Pick a lane, would ya buddy?,” Kim
is

who is
make

insists to the driver in front of her

some students wanting more. For that, Kim
has one simple response.
“Come to campus and see these things for
yourself,” she tells the high schoolers. “Talk
to the students, sit in on a class. The only
way to find out if Hope is what you want is
to come out and see us. Being on-campus
will help answer your questions and probably
cause you to ask more.”

her next appointment on time, she talks to

When Kim

isn’t traveling in the spring,

days, sometimes seeing

some

of those

students she met at a high school. Writing
.

I’m happy to see a lot of students at one of
my sessions, but what makes me happier is
having students who stop by after the session

We owe

for their rol§ in the

know more about the Pull. Listening to
bits and pieces about Hope can still leave
to

she’s participatingin on-campus visitation

“I really care about the quality of the
contact I make

Hope

house. At another, some young men wanted

only one

questions.

follow-upletters, making phone calls and
planningfor future visitationstake up some

straddling the centerline.Anxious to

her fellow driversas a sort of psychological

appeasement.
Heading home again on

Interstate 96 after

visiting 15 high schools in four days, once
out of Detroit’sFM frequency,

Kim

slips in

a different tape and talks about the schools
she has visited.Most were very successful,

few yielded littleinterest. The eastern
"market” is getting easier to break.
Looking at the mileage meter again, the
distance traveling around Detroit is just as
much as the 360 highway miles to and from

Motown.
The odometer reads 77,687 miles. <Jt

more office time.
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Budgets and books: Bob Cline’s balancing act
reform debate

by Eva D. Folkert

in

the

“It’s so nice to

A

Ithough Bob Cline, associate professor

students

/m of economics, might leave Hope upon
occasion for a pretty impressivesabbatical
or leave of absence, he always remembers
whence he came.
Returning to Hope

this spring

Michigan on leave of absence.

worked for the

something Cline
1

is

.7 billion

Solvency Day

Michigan was celebrated
now balanced,
personal income tax rate is scheduled
for

last November, the budget is

and the

to drop back to the original4.6 percent rate

of 1982.
Cline feels similaraction must be taken on

now

by every state
government in the United States.If all those
taxes could be given to the federal government, it still couldn’t pay off the national

all of the taxes collected

away from

Hope College and
Holland. As director of revenue and tax
analysis for Michigan, he helped solve a $
7
billion deficit problem, righting a red inked
ledger. Upon his departure from the state
office, Cline was lauded in a House concurrent resolution for his “insightfulness,sound
judgment and integrity.”
the friendly confines of

1

Hope.

Cline may have had

a

taste of bigger things

but perhaps not better. For his work as an

outstandingteacher, he received the
H.O.P.E. award in 1982, a honor presented
by the graduating class to the professor
they feel epitomizes the qualitiesof the

debt.

.

Other exceptional credentials proves his
merit as a public economist.Cline has been
a consultant to the states of West Virginia
and Vermont, the U.S. Department of
Housing and Development, the Urban
Institute, the Grand Rapids Museum and the
Grand Rapids Area Employment and Training Council. All were in conjunctionwith

who
Hope

College educator.

In other words, Cline instructs, the current

deficitequals approximatelyfive percent of

a

teacher. ”
for Georgia State University. At Hope he
introducedmore courses in quantitative
economics, consideringthe advent of the
personal computers. His interestswere
cultivated in those areas at graduate school
and so Hope business administration and
economic majors saw the birth of new
electives like econometrics,managerial
economics, urban economics, and public
finance.
But the world isn’t getting less quantitative

Cline says. In fact it’s getting more so. A
basic understandingof world economics,
windfall taxes, price indexes, and national

bureaucrat or

a

practictionerin a

particular government,” Cline says.
College really gives me

becoming essential.

teacher and

to do research in the area of public finance,

“Hope

unique opportunity

the U.S. gross national product (the total
market value of all finished good and services
produced during a given time). The U.S. is
consuming 24 percent of GNP at the federal
level and the government is collectingtaxes

"There's really no way to be an active economist without continually looking at public
policy issues. And that’s why the research is absolutely fundamental to being a good

deficits is
career objective is to be

“As we move into the future

I think

we

will want all of our students, regardless of
their major field, to have a basic quantitative

course as

a

minimum

core requirement,” he

recession from 1973-75, another very steep,

to both teach, which I love to do and

do

says.

“Now

those courses are offered as an

equal to 19 percent of

GNP.

in fact the steepest since the depression in

Michigan, from 1979-82 and jobs were hard

It’s

going

to take tax increases

and

to find. People started paying attentionto the

spending cuts in Social Security, the national

various skills that were necessaryto get the

defense, and non-defense,domestic prog-

rams Cline says. “And whether they do it
this fall, because of the Gramm-Rudman
Deficit Reduction Act, or do it after elections
in November, those adjustments have to take
“Now our challengeis to realize that the place. The federal government doesn’t have
demand should always have been there for to have a balanced budget. It’s not like
those types of skills. It’s not just a fad. It’s Michigan which has a constitutionalrequirement. The federal government’s budget
something that is fundamentallyimportant
could probably go to a $75 billion deficit and
for all liberalarts graduatesto have. So
everyone needs a course or two in accounting. it would be a vast improvement over today’s
problem.”
They need some basic economic theory
courses, regardless of what happens* in the
“It going to require leadership,” Cline
job market. They need that training as part
continues. “And right now, the real criticism
of the liberal arts education.
is that neither Congress or the President are
jobs they were looking for. So the emphasis

<

was moving in the direction of business
administration and what students perceived
to be more marketable skill.

I also think that we are continuing to
people because of the improving
option. I think we need to continue offering
research, which keeps me viable as a
quality of our business administration and
professional. Then I still have those oppor- those options but upgrade the minimum
economics program. It is, I believe, a much
requirementalso.”
tunities to do consulting, advising and
stronger department today than it was when
keeping my hand in public finance.”
I came here. The expertise is greater and the
A recent surge in business administration
diversity of the courses is better.”
and economic interest makes that department
‘The sabbatical leave, or leave of absence,
Cline has also made it a point to keep in
the largest, student-wise, on-campus. Over
represents a very important — perhaps I
contact with Hope graduates, even when he’s
the past ten years, it has more than doubled
should say “invaluable” — means for faculty
away from campus. For the past two summers
its major numbers, from 56 in 1976 to 122
development,” says Provost Jacob Nyenhuis.
he has worked with Tom TenHoeve ’83, now
in 1985. And in 1985, 26 percent of the
“Having an extended period of time for
a graduate student at Iowa State University,
graduating class were business administration
research and writing; for travel and reflection;
as an intern in Lansing. He and TenHoeve
and economic majors. The growing trend of
in short, for professional renewal, has made
business-oriented students is something that completed the first study ever done on the
an incalculable difference for many of our
impact of the Reagan Administration’s
tax
Cline feels is here to stay.
faculty members. Because of their renewed
proposals on Michigan taxpayers. While also
vitality and broadened knowledge of their
“My perception is that we are recognizing, in Lansing, Cline would occasionally meet
field, they in turn can offer their students a
as a society across the United States, the
for lunch with former Hope students who
high quality education.”
value of a business-oriented background. It
were attending Michigan State University
A graduate of the College of William and
was clear during the late 1970s and early
graduate school. He also communicated
Mary, and conferreda master’s degree and 1980s that there was a real flood of people
frequently with Barbara Powe ’83, a legisladoctorate from the University of Michigan,
tive assistant for CongressmanF. James
in the area of business administration and to
Cline came to Hope in 1975 after teaching some extent economics. We had come off a
Sensenbrenner of Wisconsin, about the tax

a

standing at $220 billion dollars, and

counting, he notes the current deficit exceeds

Cline’s specialtyis public finance, a field

TWELVE

is

In eliminating the $

the federal level. With the national deficit

that requires him to do research

a

.

the former tax rate would be returned to.

But each time, fear not, Cline returns.

not to be

in

increase in 1983. It was Cline’s job to predict
that revenue flow and help determine when

structure.

“My

former

James Blanchard pushed, and the legislature
passed, a 38 percent personal income tax

Advisory Commission on Inter-governmental
Relations, a federal agency in Washington,
D.C. Each time Cline would temporarily
leave Hope, a small pang of fear would grip
those .who worked closely with him,
frightened he might be enticed by the
monstrosityof a larger organizational

his teaching at

all these

deficitfor the state of Michigan, Governor

semester,

other partings he has taught at the

University of Michigan and

have

are contacts around the coun-

Tax reform debates
well-versed

as the director of revenue and tax analysis
for the state of

who

try,” Cline says. “I really enjoy that aspect
of teaching at Hope.”

Cline has spent the past two years working

On

House Ways and Means

Committee.

“But

attract

willing to lead in a direction to resolve the
issue.”

The closest Cline ever came to working
on the federal budget was on his sabbatical
in Washington during the 1982-83 school
year when he worked for the Advisory
Commission on Inter-governmentalRelations (ACIR). ACIR is an executiveand
legislative branch of federal,state, and local

governments which deals with issues that
involve cooperationamong the different
levels, issues like federal tax policies and

revenue-sharing.But that was as close as
Cline ever wanted to get. Working at the
state level is more satisfyingto him. It gives
him a sense of accomplishment he says,
something that would very difficult to feel at
the federal level.
For now though

,

having just completed his

research and beginningto teach again, Cline
has the type of balanced career “budget” he

wants, dt
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Student-athletes
'''M/

<S//

/

No doubt they Wk
know their role
'

by Doug

Holm

Touring the

Hope College baseball team’s
| Jtrip to the Sun Belt last spring, Tom
Bylsma talked with a member of a NCAA
Division I baseball team and found out that
they play over 100 games a season.

“How

do you have time to go to classes?,"

Bylsma asked.

“We

just don’t go to many,” his counter-

part replied.

Bylsma must have shaken his head. To
him — or any other Hope student who
.

participatesin athletics— this is an exact
reversal of priorities. Sure, sports are
important to them but, as the old cliche goes,
school comes first.
A recent survey conducted by two professors from schools in Connecticut, published
by The Chronicle of Higher Education,
shows a difference in role conflicts for

student-athletesin different divisions. The
incidence was greatest in DivisionI programs, where 41 percent of respondentsfelt
pressure to be an athlete first and a student
second; compared to 13 percent in Division
III, The Chronicle said.
Red Smith, in a 1979 column, wrote that ATHLETES IN ACADEME: From left to right, Tom Bylsma, Kaarli Bergman, Jennifer Straley, and Connie Kramer
“student athlete is a term susceptible to
him and say ‘John, I’m really behind. ’ And
mound, recordinga 6-3 mark with
various definitions.It can mean a biochemisHer roommate Straley shared in the
shutouts. For his accomplishments,he was he’ll say, ‘Okay, don’t come to practice this
try major who participatesin a sport, or a
awards. As a freshman, she was named
named the MIAA Most ValuablePlayer.
afternoon. ’ Sometimes just that one day off
Heisman Trophy candidatewho is not
All-MIAA and All-American as well as
was also voted to the All-MideastRegion gets you back in the swing. It helps you get
necessarily a candidate for a bachelor’s
earning the academic honors. A biology
team — which includes players from Illinois, caught up ”
degree. Some student athletes are more
major, she swam middle-distance
and
Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania.“Coming from a Division I coaching
studious than athletic,and visa versa."
distance freestyle events.
Earning Academic All-American honors, position to Hope, I had some adjustments to
At Hope, student- athletes try to
straiey and
and Bergman
Bergman were
were able
able to
tc
Both Straley
however, was a little different for him.
make,” said Patnott.“I had been in a totally
an even keel and keep in mind that they came fmd the right “balanCe” between school and
last season’s end, the College Sports Informa- different atmosphere before where the
here first for an education
sports during their freshman year — but not
tion Directors of America (CoSIDA) voted emphasis on athleticsran wild. But I knew
“I came to a Division III school because
without a ,ittleworrying.
academics always came first and it was a
for the academic team. To be nominated, a
didn’t see a future in baseball , says
was
nervous iast year, especially
matter of portraying that in my coaching
student
needed
to
have
a
GP
A
of
3
2
and
be
“I knew I would have the academics all my first
first semester.
semester Ij often
often wondered
WOndered if
if I’d
I’d have
hav.
style. So I find it easy to say to the kids,
a regular on his team. Bylsma and teammate
life. I know that’s something I can always
time or not,” says Straley. “Some of the
‘Hey, school work comes first, athletics only
depend on. I feel that baseball is just my
Randy Cutler, a 1985 graduate, first made
freshmen this year felt the same way
------ , - ---- supplements your education. Swimming
release time.”
decided to put their books first. They were the regional All-Academic team,
gives you
another type
A senior business administration major
tu-amer, meanwnue,
was voted to the
--------,r of education, but Ie
pretty good swimmers too, but they
Kramer,
meanwhile, was
All-MIAA women’s swim team for the third want you to know you should take care of
with an accountingconcentration, Bylsma
what was best for them.”
your books first.’”
was one of eight Hope student-athletesto be
With the emphasis on academics and less
named Academic All-American last school

two

He

,

.

.

maintain

I

Bylsma.

At

a

.

but

Academic
All-Americans at Hope. Bylsma and swimmers Kaarli Bergman, Connie Kramer and

external pressure to succeed, sports

year, the best year ever for

Tom

just have to

make

a

few

I enjoy

Academic All-Americans since 1979 who

swimming, so

it’s

Kramer. “I feel swimming
that

not

excelled at both academics and athletics.

Balancing the two is not an easy act to
perform. Not only do Hope athletes have
busy schedulesduring the season, but they
In fact, the two have found that swimming
also have to spend plenty of time preparing
has helped them in their studies.They can’t
for those seasons. It takes dedication and
afford to procrastinate during swim season,
commitment over a long stretch of time.
“You know you only have a
‘You just have to make a few sacrifices
in the other things you do,” says Bergman, amount of time to study instead of waiting
a sophomore from Grand Rapids, Mich. “I until later. I know I’ll be at the pool two
enjoy swimming, so it’s not that big of
hours a day so I work around it,” says

-

a

Bergman, who

plans to enter the

Hope-

But that doesn’t make

__

a
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it.

any easier on their

-

500

status.
Both are accustomed to the added pressures

“Baseball does limit my time somewhat, but

participatingin athleticsplaces on their

wouldn’t trade

last year’s

To

it

—

classes.And they also appreciate the attitude
400 and 800 Calvin nursing program next fall,
Hope coaches have toward academics.
yard freestyle relay teams that placed at the Seniors Bylsma and Kramer are used to
According to Kramer, as classes heat up.
NCAA meet, she was named All-Americanthe all-nighters,day-long road trips and
Coach
John Patnott’ s practices cool.
as well as Academic All-American.
studyingon the bus. Last year Bylsma led
“He really understands,” says the psycholobtain academic honors, a swimmer must the Hope baseball team in batting with a
ogy and business administration double
qualify for the national meet and have
simmering .381 average and set three
. ..If
vnil.„
__ -“If Vflll’rf
cumulative grade point average of at least batting records. When not playing his regular major from Grandville, Mich. If you re
3 5 on a 4.0 scale^°
centerfieldposition,he took to the pitcher’s really getting behind m classes, you go to

As a member of

really enjoy. It’s not really fighting

book-sportcompetitionfor time. Ask
Bylsma what it’s like to play a mid-week
doubleheaderin Aimon
my
Albion — auay-iuug
a day-long trip
consecutiveseason. Holding MIAA records during the iast few weeks of the semester,
in six events, she won both the 200 and
0r ask Straley how much studying she had
yardfreestyleandsharedthe
victory in three tQ do wben tbe swim team traveled to the
relays in last year s MIAA meet. Her efforts jvHAA and national meets last year.
All-American “Sometimes it’s frustrating,”says Bylsma.
earned 1,^
her u^’c
Hope’s MVP and All-American

•

certain

I

burden,” says

is an extra thing

with my academics.It’s kind of adding to

that big of a sacrifice.”

sacrifice.”

swimming is a

“I don’t feel

20

becomes

more fun for these athletes.

sacrifices

in the other things you do.

Jennifer Straley remain this year as the others
graduated. They represent a group of

, ,

vuicu

knew

Hope

that’s my option, and it’s the one I take.

I

To me, there’s
more to college than just academics. But I
must perform in the classroomas well as on
the field

,

and

it

it’

s

for anything.

difficult to devote

enough

time to both to meet other people’s expectations. It’s hard, but

me

it

motivates

too.”«^t

:

THIRTEEN

Beirut missionary

Man

peace in a hostile land

of

And when they heard Weir was taken,
they were waiting for a boat home on a

by Eva D. Folkert

week

fact that he

had

freedom but he

lost his

didn’t resent the people.

He

resented

furlow. The news was obvi-

—

knew

of

it all

Now

too well prior to his

kidnappingand during

his year-long

captivity. So did his pastor and friend

—

that

Weir has been released,

Staal got a chance to talk to his

good

of
Lebanonese situationand Weir’s
Staal lived in the Gulf area of the
captivity. They spoke of the religious
Middle East for 30 years and resided for
needs in the Middle East.
the last six in Beirut. Weir, a Presbyterian
“Ben said to me that his worst problem
missionary representativewith the
was boredom,” Staal recounted. “After
Evangelical Synod of the local Arab
being there for some time though he
Church , was a member of Staal s church finally felt he had to pray for his captors ,
there. The night before Weir was kidnap- for forgiveness for them and help for
ped, he had been at Staal’ s home, leaving them. He came to realize that they were
^ around 6 p.m. The next morning, at
people who also had needs and had
about 8 a.m., Weir was taken by his
suffered. Because he could understand
The Reverend Harvey Staal

’43.

friend in North Carolina. They talked
the

’

captors and held for over a year in

Arabic, he knew what they were saying.

He

another Middle Eastern foul play used to

Some days

perturb American government officials.

overheard one of his captors say his

The Staals were some of the
people

to see

last

him before his kidnapping

they were sorrowful too.

pregnant wife had been killed by a car
.

bomb .... Of

course, he resented the

when

the veto

came down,

they kidnapped a person the

what was being done to him.”
f o wake of political calm has rippled
ously very shocking and disheartening.
During the years of the threat of
across the borders of the Middle East
“We were always aware of the fact
kidnapping, Staal was encouraged to
for several years now. Palestinianterthat kidnapping was possible,”said Staal keep a low profile, to stay off the streets
rorists,Israeli arms, Libya’s Khadafy
who spoke on-campus while home on on
as much as possible. For someone who
it has all been a heavy concern for the
a different six-month emergency furlow.
is 6-foot-3, a “low” profile was sort of
people of peace to bear. The American “But we felt no personal fear for our
out of the question . He usually only left
missionariesthere are painfully aware of
lives. We felt we were there because God
his home for a three-minute walk to his
that fact. The Reverend Benjamin Weir wanted us there.”
office. His wife, Hilda, was the carrier
six-

people. So

first

day,

then another the second, then another

and another. But on that first day we
decided, ‘this is it. We’re going home. ’”
Now out of the place that had caused
so much political and religious concern,
Staal would still like to get back into
Beirut and continue the work in his
church. But U.S. policy in the Middle
East keeps him from returning to his
and go-getter.It was Hilda who stayed mission land. Cyprus is as close as he
behind to take care of their belongings can get. He may return to the Gulf with
so Harvey could flee first when the
only a visiting visa, not a working one.
decision was made to leave.
“In the Arabic culture during war time,

not touch a

woman

“Nobody can say, ‘We're the

man may
So

or any time for that matter, a

white hats and you're the
black hats. ' Everyone has
gray hats. And peace will
only come as we seek justice
for all people.''

except his wife.

Hilda was really very safe as far as

kidnapping was concerned,”explained
Staal.

While laying low,
very
of

first

Staal completed the

Arabic to English translation

the Epistles and Acts, a 28-year

all

project.The oldest known manuscript

A.D. and

dated back to 867

comments by

included

Staal explained that he, along with
Weir, feels the presence of Americans in

the scribe. Although the

is an embarrassmentto the
Lebanonese church. It is an embarrasswere not. The long time-elementwas a ment because of U.S. policiesin the
matter of deciphering the comments,
Middle East and the hatred toward those
written along the bottom, top, and both policies, he said.
margins of the page, and putting them in
“When Ben Weir was kidnapped the
their proper order. Staal holds his Ph D
Church spent hours trying to get him out.
from the University of Michigan in
You see, anything an American does, he
Arabic Studies and is self-taughtin old does as a Christian. So, therefore,

text was written carefully, the

Beirut today

comments

.

.

Arabic.

whatever our government does, it does
During his return to the States, Staal as a Christian government. This is how
studied the use of computers in transla- they perceive' it. So this reflects on the
tion and plans on translatinganother
American Christiansthere. This reflects
Arabic manuscript of the Gospels written on the Christian church there. And
by a 13th-century Egyptian Christian.
frankly, the Lebanonese church would
The decision to leave Beirut was not rather not have us in Beirut.
an easy one for the Staals to make
“I think the people and governments
though. Years of evangelical progress
of the Middle East want peace,” he
had been made. People were making
continued. “But both sides are wrong.
confession of faith and the Gospels
Everyone involved, even the superpowneeded
people

to continue being preached. The
whom Harvey ministered to were

can wash then-

you’re the black hats.’ Everyone has

that all

Arabs

are terrorists

enough
misconceptionwhenever

unnerved him and disturbed him

gray hats. And peace will only come as

to dispel this

we

seek justice for

all

people.”

Staal is fervent about the need for

months before

a couple

we

governments to

sit

down and

talk

and

actually left I was startled awake from

forget about their preoccupations with

my

military force and vengeance. He sees a
U.S. military budget that has grown
tremendouslyover the past five years and
asks, “as individual governments, how
much are we spending for peace?” He
sees people talking of vengeance against

sleep by a voice that said, ‘Get out!

this

was God speaking

didn

’

t

a gun.

’

to us.”

We

felt

Harvey

say whether the voice was real or

dreamt.
“Actually,

we

stayed on in Beirut to

see another physical evidence of this

terroristattacks, and agrees that terrorists

message before we left. This came when
the U S . vetoed a Lebanonese resolution
in the United Nations condemning Israel
for their invasion of south Lebanon. The

must be punished, but asks “how

.

Islamic-Jihadgroup had said before this

FOURTEEN

Nobody

The myth

Don’t you know he’s got

situation during morning chapel and an afternoonlecture.

there today.

hands and say, ‘We’re the white hats and

“But

Lebanonese

is

fine, educated, cultured people he said.

possible.

While on campus, Harvey Staal spoke to Hope students and faculty about the

ers, is responsible for the situation that

action that if the U
tion they

would

.

S

.

vetoed the resolu-

start

kidnapping more

time

is

lems at

much

being spent to correct the probits

roots?”

“Furthermore,there can really be no
political peace until there are enough
people with the peace of Jesus Christ in
this

world.”

^
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ALUMNI NEWS
alumni beat
by Vern J. Schipper
Associate Director of Alumni Relations

The class of 1986 will start a new traditionat Hope

we hope will prove

that

to

be a meaningful event for

our seniors.For severalyears the Alumni Association
been trying

has

to

discover a significant way to recognize

our seniorsand to welcome them to the Alumni
Association.
This year will be the
will be held

first

year

a

special

formal dinner

honoring the graduating class.

It is

planned

April 14th in Phelps Hall. Senior class members
have been organized into committeesto work with the
for

Alumni Office and Student AffairsOffice to plan

this

event. Karen Becker. Alumni Board member from the
Class of 1986. is the chairperson.
With our Alumni Associationwelcomingclose to five
hundred new members each year, it becomes very
importantto involvethe new alumni as active participprograms . These people have much to offer
assistancefor recruitingstudents, regional meeting

ants in our
in

leadership,phonathonsand financialsupport. We are
grateful for the
our recent

excellentparticipation
and support from

graduates.We believethis Senior Recognition

Banquet can develop into a very specialtradition that
will

FIRST-EVER ALUMNI-PLANNED EMERSONIAN REUNION: The Emersonian Fraternity classes of the 80s met during the Christmas
season Row I from left to right: James Pratt '82, Eric Ross '83, Roland Hill Jr. '81, Rich Osterhout '84, Ron Clevennga '84
and Jeffrey Elzinga '83. Row 2: Matthew Fike '82, David Brown '81, Albert Smith '82, Bill Jelhson ’80, Brian DeRoos 80 and
Mark Slid '84. Row 3: Greg Tabor '84, Tom McKenzie '84, Tom Keizer '80, Paul Nedervelt '80, Kevin Toren '83, Neil Sobania

enhancethe already-excellchtsupport we enjoy

from our young men and

women.

Hope developmentofficers, President Gordon Van
Wylen, and regional leaders will hold eleven
"Campaign for Hope" gatherings during the spring of
1986. The Campaign continues to be a great success
and is now being expandedto reach all alumni, parents
and friends.You will be contacted and have the
opportunityto be

a

part of this significant effort.

Many

friendshave joined already as volunteers and financial
supporters.With your participationthe goal will be
achieved.

Reunion class leadership is now in full swing. Most
of the chairpersons and committeeshave completed
plans and have theirreunionletters in the office. Reunion
years are joyous ones for the reunion committeesand

"68, and George Wiszynksi ’82.
urge you to attend the May
2-4 Alumni Weekend. Two classes,1926 and 1931, will

selection of

be holding 60th and 55th year reunions. The 1986
reunion classes, in additionto these two are: 1936, 1941,

the college

those who participate.

We

DistinguishedAlumni Award winners. The

second committee
,

the

College. Each of these committees have materialsthey

"I’m very pleased with the response," said Neevel.

Katherine Hildebrand '81
Diane Hinman '83

our alumni and high school students.The personal

Kirk '81 and Kim Mooi ’81 Hoopingamer

studentsreceivehelps them know we honestly

Bob Johnson '80

Tom

'63 and Jane Johnson '74 Kapral
commitment to Hope because they’ve done something Joan Klasing ’76 Kennedy
Jim Pierpoint'66
to benefit the college."
The recruitingterritories and H.A.R.T. volunteers Tom Riekse ’62
Dirk Walvoord '68
include:
Peter White '82
SoutheastWisconsin
Albany/Schenectady,
N.Y.
Gerald Decker '80
Nancy Baker-Crellin
Debra Dcckcr-Thompson '77
Carole Sutton '62 DeForest
Norman Donkersloot '79
care. And I sense that our alumni feel a renewed

Huysman '74

John Kloosterboer '75
DouglasLehman '84
Gary ’60 and Roberta Brookman '63 Looman
Linda Scholte '81 VandeZante
Nevin '79 and Elissa VanGent '80 Webster, Chairper-

North New Jersey
Cliff Amels '79
Nancy Wessels '64 Broeils
Bruce '64 and Linda Nilsson '64 Goodwin
Debra Hanson ’83 Imperatore
Sarah VanEenenaam ’84 Hanson
Cheryl Dulow '84 Lampert
James '67 and Lynn Kraemer '67 Mace
Terry '64 and Mary VanHam '64 Nagelvoort
Mark Nagelvoort '84
Sue Rose '66 Naumann

our goal to

committeesworkingon specialprojectsdesigned to
expand the efficiencyof the board programs. One
committeeis reviewing the procedures and criteria for

“Basically,there'sbeen a lot of excitement from both

Joan Woerdehoff'66

It is

1946, 1951, 1956, 1961, 1966, 1971.
Your Alumni Board has two importantad-hoc

The new H.A.R.T. program (Hope Alumni Recruit- Peter '66 and Pat Helder '67 Nordstrom
Steve '81 and Jeri Wissink ’81 Sayer
ment Team) is proving to be a strong, new concept for
Jim Shields '84
recruitingprospective students.
Nora Lea Tanis '83
H.A.R.T. volunteers make personal contacts and
Helen Rose '64 VandenBerg,Chairperson
assist with events in both individualand group settings
Mike Walters ’80
for studentswho have shown interest in Hope. Alumni
Richard '54 and Janet Baird '58 Weisiger
involvement is used both in areas where the admissions
counselors are sent and in areas where the admissions Glenn Weisiger ’84
North Chicago
staff does not make personal contacts.
Five teams, ranging from nine to 19 members, have Greg ’81 and Nancy TcnHave '81 Bekius
contacted approximately 430 students betweenAugust Andrew '81 and Betty Buikema '82 Bimer
Joe DelleriaJr. ’78
and December, according to H.A.R.T. Director Ken
Neevel '84. Neevel hopes to add three new territories Warren DeWitt ’50, Chairperson
Bob Douglass'72
next year.

sons

mission statementsof the development

adopt a specificmission statement for the Association

H.A.R.T. volunteers valuable

Anita

reviewing the mission statement of

divisionand office of college relations.
that

are

is in

keeping with the goals and purposes of Hope

reviewing and are planning reports and recommenda-

tions for the spring meeting of the Board in May.

Betty Hesselink '64 Deitz

David '70 and Karen Chase '70 Edyvean

80s was held during the Christmas season.

Rhonda Hermance '84
Art '71 and Becky Shadwell'72 Hudak
Don '70 and Chris March '69 Kazen
Bob '75 and Mary Koeppe '75 Luidens
Norman ’63 and Nancy Tellier. Chairpersons
CentralNew Jersey
Kay Neevel ’82 Brown, Chairperson
Brian '79 and Ruth Anne Hascup '80 Burgener
Ronald Kudile '63
Janet Meyer ’84
Evelyn Shiffncr '45 Pearce
John '81 and Laura Spieldenner ’82 Strain
David Waanders '62
Richard Williams'75
James '63 and Alison Beek '64 Esther
James '74 and Phyliss Henseler '75 O’Connell
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interesting

experiences in India and visited Heidelberg;

Bom, Switzerland; Dublin, Ireland and London on a
round the world trip.

John Mulder ’28 writes that before he retired he
practiced law in Chicago for 52 years and taught a
discussion Bible class at Fourth Presbyterianfor 45
years.
Les VandePoel ’29 has moved to a high rise retirement
in

Palo Alto, Calif. , with full medical care, which

he doesn’t need yet as he is stillplaying a vigorous

Planned and organized by 80s Emersonianalumni, the tennis game.
reunion was held at Point West in Holland. Some
members came as far away as Washingtonand New
York and the group hopes to continue meeting
bi-annually.
Thank you for
greetings. We

30’s

Bernadine Siebers ’30 DaValois writes that "for over

50 years after graduation from Hope the following
your encouragementand holiday Dorian sisters have carriedon writing a "round robin”
are continuallygratefulfor your
to keep in touch; Julia VanOs-Oosting,Anna
all

expressions of support.

Engelsman-Teusink,Bernadine Siebers-DaValois.
of the group have passed away, Nella Dejongh
and CorneliaDeKleine,but Marian DeKleine Koets
’32 has joined the group. Friendshipsmade at Hope and

Two

class notes
News and information forclassnotes, marriages,births
and deaths are compiledfor news from Hope College
by Eva D. Folkert of the Office of College Relations.
TTie deadline for the next issue is Mar. 4.
20’s

Ralph Meima ’24 and his wife celebrated their 60th
wedding anniversary on August 28, 1985.
Nella DenHerder ’24 and her sister Julia Gray ’34 live
in an apartment in East Ridge Retirement Village in
Miami, Fla.
William ’26 and Helene Post ’25 Klerekoper live in
Presbyterian Village in Detroit,Mich., and have eight
grandchildren and three great grandchildren.
Del Kinney ’26

is

confined to his daughter’shome with

cancer and is being treatedat the V.A. Hospital in

Beacon, N.Y.
Janet Veldman ’26 had her third trip in five years to
China, her former home for about 20 years. She left
China in 95 1 when the Communists informed Chinese
colleagues that they must call all Americansenemies.
1

Barbara Schlosser '79 Francis

China-U.S.ScientificExchange program.He then had

A special reunion of the Emersonian Fraternity’s home
classes of the

attention

is

Janet's1985 trip,however, was unique. It was
"gift trip" from a

a

surprise

former studentin Amoy who she had

not heard from in 30 years. It was exactly 55 years to
the date that she left China. She writes "God arranges
interestingly.
It was a marveloushomecoming."
LeRoy Nattress ’27 is retired but is usually preaching
in

some pulpit most every Sunday. LeRoy

problem that slows him down but he

is

has

a

kidney

enjoyed through life— one of Hope’s great blessings."

Harvey Hoffman ’32

is

the chaplain on the Sagafjord

Cruise Ship's round the world cruise from Jan. 6 to
April 18.

Joseph Tooni ’35 is retired but works with the senior
citizenprogram in Dunedin,Fla.
Wilhelm Haysom ’36 still enjoys doing supply
preaching and is also an activevolunteer in the New
York Trolly Museum located in Kingston.
Richard ’37 and Beatrice Boot ’37 Smith are working
in

a

United Mission in Nepal. They will be returningin

1987.

Robert Bruggink ’38 and his wife just returned from
a safari in Kenya, Africa.
Wendell Miles ’38 will retire from full-time service as
chief U.S. District Court judge for Western Michigan
on May 9, twelve years to the day after he first sat on
the federalbench. He will have seniorjudge status,
which will enable him to continue to hear cases at a
reduced workload. Wendell receivedan honorary degree

from Hope in 1980.
Paul Boyink ’39 was honoredat the H-Club luncheon
during Hope College’s homecoming.
Andrew Nyboer ’39 is busy giving seminars in many
churches in Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan and California. He has 14 grandchildren, all figuringon going to
Hope.
40’s

looking forward

to 1987.

Jay Wabeke ’27 was awarded the civil libertarian of
the year award from the West Michigan Branch of the
American Civil LibertiesUnion in December, 1985.
Alice VanHattem ’28 Jones and her husband spend the
winter in their peaceful but exciting Honduras island
home.
Frank Moser ’28 was a visiting scientist in the

DorothySchutmaat '40 Brown has retired as librarian
from the Ames (la.) Senior High School and is now a
volunteer in mission at Menaul High School in
Albuquerque,N.M., as a librarian.
Donald De Kraker '40 is retired and livingin
Saugatuck, Mich. Donald has five grandchildren, is
enjoying his retirementand celebratedhis 40th wedding
anniversary in 1984.

FIFTEEN

Hannon Wiereqga
after

’40 has retired from the pastorate

37 years' in ministry.Harmon startedthree new

churches and served as field secretaryfor the Synod of
the
y

West. ;

Evelyn Jannenga ’50 Schmidt is the president of the
MichiganSynod of Reformed Church Women for
1985-86.

Paula Chaat ’50 Smith was elected the first vice

Chester Toren ’41 retired from Zurich Insurance
presidentat the 17th annual convention of the National
Company after 38 years with the company, most recently Indian Education Association held in Spokane,Wash.
as assistant vice president.
James Blane ’51 is the civil rights compliance
Gordon ’41 and Bertha Vis ’41 VanWyk, retiredin coordinatorfor the New Jersey Department of Education.
August after servingseven years in China and 32 years
Ken Decker ’51 has had several papers on the concepts
at Meiji Gakuin Universityin Tokyo. They are presently
of recycling published in water/engineeringand
spending a year at Princeton Seminary.
management and public works publications.Ken now
Janies Baar ’42 is retiring on Mar. 31.
has his own service company called Ad + Soil IncorpoMorris Tardiff ’42 retired on Sept. 30, 1986. Morris rated in Chebanse,111.
had owned his own equipmentsales and engineering
Eleanor Robinson '51 Zoellner writes that because of
servicesbusiness for the last nine years.
her work with public school students in the area of
John Van Lierop ’43 celebrated last April the 40th
patriotismover the last ten years, the mayor of
anniversary of his ordination to the gospel ministry.
Scottsdale,Ariz., proclaimed Nov. 27, 1985, “Eleanor
Laurence Bellman ’46 is a retired career Army officer
Zoellner Day." Eleanor also received a citation from the
who is servingas assistant attorneygeneralin the office
Military Order of World Wars for “outstanding
of the Texas Attorney General in the child support
contributionto the community in the field of patriotic
division.

education."

Robert Danhof ’47 has been unanimously re-electedby

MarjorieDeneut ’52 Boon is the mayor of the city of
Grand Haven, Mich.
Kenneth Van Wyk ’52 is the director of the Theological
Education Agency which is responsible for the

the

judges of the Michigan Court of Appeals to another

three-yearterm as chief judge of the Court of Appeals.
Robert is only the second chief judge in the

21

-year

existence of the Michigan Court of Appeals.

supervision of

Harold DesAutels ’47 was the founding pastor of the
Hope Baptist Church in Phoenix, Ariz. The congregation
of Hope Baptist honored Harold in 968 by naming their
first building “DesAutels Hall." He is now retired from
the active ministry and public school teaching. Harold
had taughtfifth grade for twenty years as a way to help
meet the cost of livingwhile serving mission churches

seminaries other than

Carl Schroeder’53 is licensedby the State of Michigan
as a marriage and family therapist.

and assistingother pastors in the state of Arizona.

Forrest Van Oss ’53 writes that for the past four years

Donald Weemhoff ’47 is the chaplain of Redlands
(Calif.) Community Hospital. He is certified with
College of Chaplains with AmericanProtestantHospital
Association. Donald recently observed 35 years in the

New York Life and its
companiesand “you never know where a
liberal arts education will lead you."
Joe Fowler ’54 has sold his business and is now teaching
physics at The BrunswickSchool in Greenwich, Conn.
Marjorie Bruns ’55 Schilling is an institutional nurse

1

ministry.
Janies Cook ’48 edited The Church Speaks: Papers of
the Commission on Theology, Reformed Church in

RCA

Charles Wissink’52

ministerialcandidates attending

New Brunswick and Western.

is

an

episcopalpriest at St. Luke’s

Church in Philadelphia,Pa.
Lloyd Beekman ’53 retired on January 24, 1986 and
livingin Grand Haven, Mich.

he has been an agent with
affiliated

consultantfor the State of Washington. Marjorie is the
nursing home surveyor for the state.

America, 1959-1984, published in the HistoricalSeries
of the RCA, 1985.

Christine

Virginia Henunes ’48 Laug won

executive director of Cambridge

first

place in a prose

New York State Women’s
place overallin New York State.

creativewriting program of
Club. She won third

Ginny wrote about her first days at Hope College.
John Pontier ’48 is the pastor of Pinelands Reformed
Church in Toms River,N.J. During 1980-84, his church
was the third fastest growing congregation in the

RCA.

Marcia DeYoung ’48 Stegenga receivedan award and
a gift from the Sacramento(Calif. ) Area Chapter of the
AmericanRed Cross for her volunteerwork each Friday

is

Denny ’56 Connaire,after
,

Mass

.

five
,

years as

department of

the arts, is running her own consulting business which
advises local and regional arts agencies, arts organizations and artists.

Richard Decker ’56 was electedto the positionof senior
research fellow Volwiler Society, Abbott Labs, in
recognition for his research in
La verne

Lampen ’56,

AIDS

and Hepatitis.

superintendentof the Negaunee

(Mich.) School District, will retire on April 1, 1986.

Richard Ten Haken 56 is the vice president of the
for 15 years. Marcia’s duties involve service to military
AmericanAssociation of Educational Service Agencies
familiesand vets, disaster victims,and victimsof crime.
and on the executive committee of the National Council
Ann Van Eck ’48 Wierenga has retired from nursing on TeacherRetirement,
and lives with her husband in Boise, Idaho
Ron Albrecht ’57 is the teacher/coordinatorof
Lois Van Wyk ’48 Wildman is teaching kindergarten economiceducation for the Grand Haven (Mich.) School
in the Academics Plus School in Rockford, 111.
System.He is involved with ProjectDEEP (DevelopDonald Lam ’49 has retiredfrom the active ministry.
He served churches in Denver, Colo. , St. Thomas, V.I. ,
Kalamazoo, Mich., and Raritan, Bl. Donald and
1
Martha VanSaun ’47 Lam lives in Champaign, 111.
Bob VanderLaan’49 retired in 1985 after more than
is it
33 years with DuPont. Most of this time was spent in

Do

the

Akron, Ohio, Sales-ServiceLaboratory involved in

technical service work with the rubber industry.Bob’s

want to go to
college? What
really like? Can
1 make the grade?

ment of Economic Education Program). This program
is sponsored by a grant made availableby W.K. Kellogg
Foundation of BattleCreek through the Joint Council
on Economic Education.
Eleanor DeVries ’57 Lewis is a district manager for

seven years.

Waterford Crystal for northern Illinois and southern

Jacqueline Peelle ’62 Elzinga is on the board of

Wisconsin. Eleanor is also a deacon for the First
PresbyterianChurch in Glen Ellyn, 111.

Carol Sikkema ’62

anniversaryby

a

visit to

western Europe includingThe

Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
France.
50’s

The Felicia Hrbek Saunders Endowed Scholarship
Fund has been establishedby her husband Harold and
family along with many of Felicia’s friends. Classmates
and college friends may send donations to the College
in

c/o

Harold J. Ritsema. All gifts will be used to build

the endowed fund.

Robert De Young ’50 is president of the Educational
Workshops and Services Corporation in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Harvey Laman ’50 retired last June as principalof
Holland (Mich.) Junior High School after 35 years in

Ohio.
60’s

Marvin De Jong ’60
the

is a

professor at The School of

Ozarks in Pt. Lookout, Mo. Marvin

in

Greenville,N. Y.

,

is

on the board of directors of the

college in the future.

Elizabeth Clelland ’60

to

Japan where she gave

a

paper at the 5th International

to

Gomory

School) on Nov. 20,

1

985

Hospital in Baltimore,

member

an elder at Faith

is

at

Johns Hopkins University

Win Burggraaff’61, professor of

Latin American

historyat the University of Missouri-Columbia,
is
currently serving as vice president of the Mid-West
Association for Latin America Studies.
Linda Gordon ’61 Den Uyl

photosystems and electronicsdepartment in Kennett
Square, Pa.

Ruud

Patt

’64

Suwyn teaches middle

Avongrove,Pa.
Richard Bennink ’65

is

‘

school in

the director of clinical pastoral

education at Pine Rest Christian Hospital in Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Ken Reynen

’65

was given a trip to Californiato attend

the Schuller Institute for Church Management by the

Md.

is

the

secretaryat the First

United Methodist Church in Holland. Mich.

members of Fellowship Reformed Church in Holland,
Mich. , in honor of his ten years of service to that
congregation.

John Richardson ’65 is a captain in the U.S. Public
Health Service's Commissioned Corps.
Palmer Veen ’65 is one of four teachers to represent
the West Shore Region at the state finals for the
Michigan teacher of the year award. Palmer has taught

Get the answers at

Hope College

this

on-campus program

instrumental music in the Pentwater (Mich.) School
system for 20 years.

The family of Lennard Shirazpour, a studentat Hope
College during the 1962-63 and 1963-64 school years,
is

seeking to determine his whereabouts. Persons able
are asked to contact Robert De Young, vice

to assist

^

^

Morning classes are offered in various
academic areas, career planning, campus
life, and college admissions.Free time
allows for trips to Lake Michigan,theatre
productions, Christian Fellowship, and use
of Hope’s physical education center.

COST:

_

Tuition, board, room for the

week $135.

president for developmentand college relations,(616)
392-5
, ext. 2040. All inquiries will be kept in strict
confidence.
1

1

1

Gary Gilmore ’66, professor of community health at
the

Universityof Wisconsin-LaCrosse,

is

on the editorial

board of the nationaljournal Health Education, and is

TRAVEL:

ADDRESS
CITY

-

-

_

Specialarrangements being

planned.

SEND THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION

_

1

PHONE

wearing Hope buttons and sweatshirtson the plane going
over.

SEND TO JOHN HENSLER, ADMISSIONS, Hope

NO.

-

AssistantSecretary for SpecialEducation and RehabilitaService, Departmentof Education in Washington,

D.C.
Joel

Monsma

’66, vice president of Muskegon

Insurance Agency, received recognition from the

AmericanInstitute for Property and
ers

Liability

Underwrit-

and the Society of Chartered Property and Casualty

Underwriters for completing necessary requirements in

_

returning from a month on Hope’s campus proudly

American Cancer Society.
David Grissen ’66 is a missionary serving with the
Navigators in centralEurope for the past 12 years. He
has be actively training lay leadershipin Europe. Dave
is spending a year's furlough in Hamilton, Mich.
Thelma Leenhouts ’66 is the executiveassistant to the
tive

Please send me details about Explorientation'86

Oct. 4. Elizabeth met a group of Japanese students

SIXTEEN

a

Reformed Church in Hazlet, N.J.
John Hellriegel ’60 is an obstetrician/gynecologist
in
Buffalo, N.Y.
George Peelen ’60 is the pastor of the First Presbytrian
Church in Grand Bay, Ala.
Warren Vander Hill ’60 is the associateprovost at Ball
State University in Muncie, Ind.
Paul Van Wyk ’60 donated a kidney for a kidney
transplantfor his brother,Bruce (Vienna Summer

_
-

Explorientation ’86, for high school
studentswho have completed their
sophomore or junior year, begins Sunday
evening,July 27 and continuesthrough
Saturday,August 2.

Elizabeth Koch ’50 Robinson just returnedfrom a trip
Congress on Medical Librarianshipin Tokyo, Sept. 30

also

Sharon Tein ’64 Hassing lives in Brussels, Belgium.
Nancy Schadewald ’64 Kain still teachessocial studies
at Montville (N.J.) High School. Nancy is also,
chairperson of a local youth resources committee,
member of juvenileconference committee and initiator
of Families Against Drinking and Drugs.
Mark Suwyn ’64 is vice presidentof DuPont’s

on the national youth eduction committeeof the

Explore the possibilitiesof a college
educationthroughclassroom experiences,
extra-curricularactivities, and free time.
You will live in college housing on a college
schedule and learn from college
professors. Gaining a greater knowledge
of yourself and your abilities, you will be
better prepared to make a decisionabout

Charles Link ’50, presidentof Hahne & Link Agency
ProfessionalInsurance Agents of New York State Inc.

is

of the editorial board of The Physics Teacher.

Explorientation '86

NAME

public education.

FrederickKruithof’61 has been the pastor at Hope
Reformed Church in South Haven, Mich, for the past

community education in Shoreham-WadingRiver, N.Y.
Kamper is on the Olmsted County
Howard Voss ’57 is on the editorial board of the
Board of Commissioners,
is a member of the Minnesota
American Journal of Physics. Howard is also the
Higher Education Coordinating Board and teaches
chairperson of the physics department at Arizona State political science at Rochester Community College.
University.
Sherwin Weener ’62 is the presidentof the Muskegon
Carolyn DeYoung ’58 Lowry has three children now Mich.) Classis for 1985-86.
attending Hope. Carolyn has returned to college in
David Wyma ’62 is a missionary in Taichung Taiwan.
anticipation of beginning graduate school after updating
David teachesBible studies at the Universityof Tun Hai.
her undergraduate courses.
James Bultman ’63 was installed as Northwestern
Lynn VantHof ’58 Rutter was a cadre teacher in
College's seventh presidenton Oct. 22, 1985.
1984-85 for Kenosha (Wis.) Schools to inservice
Donna Davis ’63 is fortunateto be able to enjoy her
teachers in reading strategiesfor content areas.
new positionas mother on a full-timebasis.She is
Joan Heneveld ’59 is still teachingelementary students
volunteering for a few community projectsincluding
for the Detroit (Mich.) Public Schools. Joan is active in
Hospiceof Hillsborough County,Fla.
the Cathedral Church of Saint Paul and in the episcopal
Paul Hyink ’63 is a clinical psychologist in privatein
School of Theology at Saint Paul’s.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Janice Miller ’59 Holcomb is still teachingfifth grade
Thomas Oosting ’63 was honoredby the American
in the Lansing (Mich.) School District.
College Theater Festival XVIII and will receive the 1986
Fred Leaske ’59 is the assistant superintendent for
ACTF award of excellence.
special education at Ottawa IntermediateSchool District.
Sally Ewing ’63 Strusz is the library assistant at Long
Thomas Miller ’59, a 20 year FBI veteran, is the
Valley (N.J.) Middle School. Sally is also on the
directorof the NebraskaLaw EnforcementTraining
building committeefor the Long Valley Presbyterian
Center in Grand Island, Neb. Tom had been servingas
Church and is journalclerk for the Newton Presbytery.
the FBI trainingand nationalacademy coordinator for
Judith Loveys ’63 Westhuis is the chief of library
Iowa and Nebraska.He holds a master’s degree in
services of the New York State Departmentof Law.
criminaljustice and has done additionalgraduate work.
Ross Westhuis ’63 is a psychiatricsocialworker for
The Training Center has responsibilityfor training
Rensselaer County (N.Y.) Unified Services.
standardsfor all Nebraska law enforcement officers and
Calvert Curlin ’64 is the manager of marketing and
trains approximately
1,500 officersannually.
sales for Eltech Systems Corporation in Painesville,

presentplans are to stay in Ohio and do a limited amount
of consulting.

Glenn Van Haitsma ’49 participatedin a traveling
seminar to Israel and the West Bank this past July under
the auspices of the PalestinianHuman Rights Campaign.
In August, Glenn took Spanish language and Mexican
culturecourses in Cuemarica,Mexico.
Stephen Wise ’49 and his wife celebrated their 40th

PriscillaEstell ’61 attended her 35th high school
reunion at Freehold, N.J. last April.

STATE
I will

high

_

ZIP

graduate from
school in 1987(

)

College,Holland,Mich., 49423

_
1988(

)

continuing professionaldevelopmentprogram.
Robert White ’66 is the presidentof New Brunswick
Seminary.
Byron Hopma ’67 is a regional vice president in the
group agency department for WashingtonNational
Insurance Company.
Gregory Hulse ’67 is the directorof systems for
Cumberland Software, a computer software company,
in Atlanta, Ga.
Morris Peterson ’67 is vice presidentof commercial
loans at Old Kent Bank of Holland, Mich.
Valeria Swart ’67 Powell is the directorof nursing to
administratorand is responsible for the overall daily
operation of Haven Park Nursing Center in Zeeland,
Mich.
the
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Barbara Paul ’72 Sadler is the ostomy nurse for the
Ruth Ziemann ’67 Sweetseris the directorof
Universityof Illinois Hospitalin Chicago. Barbara spent
administrationand business at Midwest College of
two months last year at the Cleveland Clinic getting
Engineering in Lombard, 111. Ruth is also presidentof
further education in the field of enterostomal therapy.
the Lombard-Villa Park Branch of AmericanAssociation
Phil Tapper! ’72 has been asked to give his God’s W ay
of University Women.
to Financial Freedom seminars in churches around
David Tubergen ’67 is the music director for Minnesota
Youth Symphony, an

assistant

Texas.

professor in music at

Richard Van Doren ’72 is the ministerof the
GriggstownReformed. Church.
Minnesota Opera.
Brad Welton ’67 is an attorney and assistant director Barbara Van Eck ’72 is the pastor of the Congregational
of Save-the-Redwoods
League, a nationalenvironmental United Church of Christ in Galesburg, Mich.
Dick Bulterman ’73, professorof engineering at Brown
group based in San Francisco, Calif.
University,is currently a visiting professoralThe Delft
Richard Engstrom ’68, professor of political science
in The Netherlands as a recipientof an IBM faculty
at University of New Orleans, received the career
achievement award during the commencement ceremony developmentaward.
Tom Donia ’73 is the directorof public affairs for
on Dec. 21, 1985.
Citicorp Savings of Florida.Tom handles media
David Lubbers ’68, vice presidentand manager of
relations, corporatesponsorship of events benefitingthe
corporate services at Old Kent Bank in Grand Rapids,
community,corporate donations and employee
Mich., was awarded the Air Force Commendation
communications.
Medal at a specialceremony at the BattleCreek Air
John Faas ’73 is the executive directorof the G.E.
National Guard Base.
Fimess Center in Cincinnati,Ohio.
Robert Claver ’69 is an underwriting data analystin
John Geneva ’73 is presidentof Geneva Associates
the commericallines department of New Hampshire
manufacturers representative.
Insurance, is a lieutenantin the Coast Guard Reserves
Jeanne Hoftiezer ’73 Hansen is the year-round kitchen
and serves on the Candia (N.H.) School Board.
manager at a Methodist church camp, Wesley Woods,
William Cook ’69 spent the summer curating a large
on Lake Geneva, Wis. Jeanne cooks for groups of up
9th century avian oologicalcollection
,500 eggsets)
Augsburg College

in

Minneapolis and

a

1

member

(

of

it

CORRECTION:

involved in

1

in

kindergarten teacher

is a

.

Gallery,Smithsonian Institution, writingher

& Harms now

research and strategyfor Herman Miller,Inc.
Charles Vander Broek ’73 is the clinical supervisorof

headquartered in Detroit.
Robert Bolhouse’71 is a detectivelieutenantwith the

Michigan State Police Crime Lab in Lansing.
Baars Bultman ’71 attended the HarvardUniversity
Institute on School Climate and Governance.
David Huang ’71 is an orthopedic surgeon in Wichita
Falls, Texas. David invites friendsand classmates in
Texas to give him a call or drop in to see him.
LynnetteJones ’71 Onken teaches German in the
elementary schools in St. Joseph, Mich.
Ruben Perez ’71 is a legal assistant to the law firm of
Meana & Bedevia in Holland, Mich. He is a provisional
memberof the Michigan State Bar. Reuben also works

ment

at

is

the director of

at

music

a

part-time math

also the chairman of the Intcrgalactic
Coalition to
promote Firearms Education Throughtout the Universe.
professorof

English at Grand Valley State College in Allendale,

Mich.
Barbara Gerding ’74 Warsinskey is

a

special

education teacher for emotionally impaired chidren in
Bedford, Mich.
is a

supervisor in the

environmental services department
in

Muskegon, Mich. Arlene

is in

at

Hackley Hospital

charge of quality

assessment and inservice/staff development. She

working on her

MPA

is

also

through Western Michigan

University.

Kathy Blaske ’75
as an

RCA

is

product manage-

Foremost Insurance Company in Grand Rapids,

continuing her second triennium

delegateto the Board of the NationalCouncil

of Churchesof Christ,U.S.A.
Harvey Burkhour ’75 is the area supervisor for the

&

Advocacy Service for Developmentally
Disabled
Citizens,Inc.

David Gebhard ’75 is a senior technicalsupport
specialist with Becton Dickinson Immunocytometry
is a senior systems analyst at Systems
Systemsof Lanham, Md.
Planning Center for the Department of State for the State
Allen Heneveld ’75 is an attorney with Clary, Nantz,
of Michigan.
Wood, Hoffius, Rankin and Cooper in Grand Rapids,
David Breen ’72 is on the board of Michigan United
Mich.
Cerebral Palsy Association and the Holland (Mich.)
John Hudelson ’75 is a programmer/analyst at Shell
Association for Retarded Citizens.
Oil Company in Houston,Texas.
James De Boer '72 is a family practice physicianat the
Duane Jonker-Burke ’75 is an elementary science
North Vermilion Clinic in Danville, 111.
teacher in Brooklyn, N.Y.
Jon Dykstra’72 is director of domestic sales for Earth
Observation Satellite Company in Silver Springs, Md. MartaAnn Kraay ’75 is arbitrationadministratorfor
the National Futures Association in Chicago, 111.
Bernard Grysen ’72 was the subject of a recent Detroit
Beverly Kuiper ’75 Phillipsis a registrar and instructor
News article on health professionalsattending law
for ParentcraftLamaze Teachers Association in
school. Bernard is a Diplomateof both the American
Board of InternalMedicineand Emergency Medicine. DeForest, Wis.
He is presidentof MEDPROBE, Inc., a medico-legal Scott Van Oostendorp ’75 is the associatepastor of
congregational care and evangelism at First Reformed
consultingfirm operatingthroughout the Midwest, while
Church in Zeeland, Mich.
a third-yearlaw student at Thomas Cooley College of
Richard VanOss ’75 is the organistat the First
Law.
Reformed Church in Holland, Mich.
Deborah Laug ’72 Limoncelli. physical education
Mike Carpenter ’76 is now senior trainer of point of
teacher and volleyballcoach at Canajoharie (N.Y.)
Central School, is also the chairperson of the physical sale systems for U1CORP Restaurantsand is now living
Mich.
Neil Becker ’72

education department and has been reappointed to
another five year term on the Palatine Bridge Village

Denver, Colo.
CynthiaClark ’76
in

is

the

head of binding and preserva-

Princeton University'sFirestone Library.

Planning Board.

tion at

Beth Burggraaf '72 Pickard is a market analyst with
RetailSystems in Minneapolis, Minn.

Jeffrey Cook '76 is the vice presidentof finance for
G.E. Consulting ServicesCorporation in Rockville.Md.
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Amy and

Home

material coordinator for DonnellyInc., in Holland,

Mich.
Robert Kersting’79
worker

at

is a staff clinician/jail liaison

Dutton Counseling Center in Morristown, N.

J .

Sheryl Komoelje ’79 will begin serving a term with

„

the

VanOss is teaching elementary

Zeeland (Mich.) PublicSchool system and
in

nuclear

dance at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Mark Bombara ’77 is a residentialtreatment coorat

Center.

Barbara Drake ’79 Scruggs is a junior programmerat
LSI Avionics Systems Corporation in New Jersey.
Raymond VandeGiessen ’79, pastor of St. John’s
Reformed Church in St. Johnsville,N.Y., is also a
member of the St. JohnsvilleArea Volunteer Ambulance
Corps and the vice chairpersonof the Housing Authority

.

Sherie

Veramay ’79

is

the advisor for off-campus

housing as well as coordinatorof mediation services in
the housing information office of The University of

Michiganin Ann Arbor.
Mike Winchester’79 is the environmental toxicologist
for the Kent County (Mich.) Health Department.
Jennifer Parker ’79 Wissink is an assistant professor
at

Cornell University.

80’s

South Kent Mental Health Servicesin Grand

Rapids, Mich.
Claudia White ’77 Gray is the academicdean for
Commercial College of Shreveport, La.
Martha Barnett’77 Hodges teaches K-6 music and
advancedreading in the Manchester(Tenn.) City
Schools.

Roberta Hoover

’77

is a

contractingofficer on the staff

Headquarters AFLC at Wright Patterson Air Force
Base in Dayton,Ohio.
Donald Irons ’77 will be attendingCornell University’s
Graduate School of Management in the fall of 1986.
Patricia Klungle ’77 Rhoney was a junior high math
teacher in Californiauntil December. Patriciais now
livingin Okinawa, Japan.
Eric Smevog ’77 is a reconnaissance pilot stationed on
the U.S.S. Forrestalin the Sea of Japan.
Sharon Adcock ’78 is a product managerfor AT&T’s
minicomputersin Chicago, 111.
Tom Bultman ’78 is a lecturer at the University of
Texas at Austin.
Robert Delaney ’78 is a missionary with Greater Europe
at

&

Lenheiser, practicinglaw in Northville,Mich. Scott is

assistant

in

dinator

teacher for Upward Bound of Hope College.

Vander Broek is an

.

College in the political science department.
Margo Stephenson ’79 Fowler is a scheduler and

physics and livingin Bloomington,Ind.
Steven Bakker ’77 is the pastor of First Reformed

Holland

Scott Lenheiser’74 is stilla partner in Severance

cancer research

Video in Schenectady, N.Y.
Gwen Nystrom ’79 Bocks is the industrial services
managerfor Manpower TemporaryServicesin Holland,
Mich.
Michael Engelhardt’79 is a vistingteacher at Hope

geologistwith Mobil Oil

gives privatepiano lessons.
Scott Wissink’76 is doing post graduate work

education in Holland, Mich. , athletic trainer

West Ottawa High School and

in

her family live in Buford, Ga.
Keith Beck ’79 is the owner/operator of Family

Dallas, Texas.

of Evansville, Ind.
Cheryl Blodgett ’76

(Mich.) Community Hospital.
Deborah Koning ’74 is a math and scienceteacherfor

Arlene Dekker ’75 Akker

hood . Previouslyshe was

State University of New York Press.
Barbara Springer-Selig ’76 is teachingat the University

Western Michigan office for the Michigan Protection

with the elderly and handicapped.

DouglasTepper ’71

and family counseling department

’74

is a

’78 Wright has had three science papers

published. Amy’s present career challenge is mother-

second book, The Psycho-socialImpacts of Re-starting

Cecilia Beaux. Tara is a Ph.D. candidate in American
studiesat George WashingtonUniversity.
Vicki Ten Haken ’73 is the directorof marketing

Tebben

&

Amy Lusky

Church in Ireton,la. Steven and his wife, Brenda
Lambrix ’77 Bakker, have one daughter.
Jerry Bevington’77 is an assistant professorof dance
dissertation
and associatechair of the department of theatre arts and

Steve Harms ’70 appears in the 1985-86 editionof
Who's Who in AmericanLaw. Muller, Muller Richmond

for

church plantingministryin St. Chamond,

friends.

on the turn of the centry American portrait painter,

alternative

the

Three Mile Island Unit I will be published in 1986 by

Josh greatlyenjoyed his last lecturegiven to

the patient

at

the ChristianReformed World Relief Committee in
Ann Nethery’76 is head of the worker's compensation/
June, 1986. Sheryl will be a directorof a women’s
unemployment claims department for Manpower
income generationprogram in the DominicanRepublic.
Temporary Services of Holland, Mich.
Bill Leonhard ’79 is an account executive for Cccper
Dwight ’76 and Debbie Herzog ’76 Slater are
Vision Information Systems in Menlo Park, Calif.
missionariesworking at the Baptist Mission Hospital in
Matthew McNally ’79 is a lieutenantin the dental corps,
Ivory Coast, West Africa. They request the prayers of
United States Navy Reserve, stationedin Pensacola, Fla.
their
, ,
Patricia Pulver ’79 is a physician’sassistant at New
Jon Soderstrom ’76 is the directorof technology
York State Division for Youth, Goshen (N.Y.) Secure
applicationsat Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Jon's

Garden United Methodist Church in Houston, Texas,
where her husband Phil 112 is pastor.
Tara Tappert ’73 is a fellow at the National Portrait

Grand Rapids, Traverse City and Toledo, Ohio.
David Postmus ’70 is an account managerfor Cadnetix
Corporation in Newport Beach, Calif.
Arlene Den Haan ’70 Spalt teachesfourth grade in the
North Haledon (N.J.) School System.
Alice Stephens ’70 is the clinical directorof the
childrens unit at Mile Square ComprehensiveCommunity Mental Health in Chicago, 111.
Charles ’70 and Jean Taylor ’70 Van Engen, after 12
years in Tapachula, Chiapas, Mexico, are now in
Holland, Mich., where Charles is teaching missions at
Western Seminary.
Bill Van Faasen ’70 is senior vice presidentof
operations for Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Michigan,

the organist

N.J.

Theological Seminary.
Sally Penny ’73 Tappert is church organistat Rose

has officesin Birmingham, Lansing,

is

Mara Reitsma ’76 Mulder is the director of the choir
at Trinity Christian Reformed Church in Hawthorne,

an efithusiastic Hope crowd.
John Schmidt ’73 is the dean of students at Western

70’s

a

Janet Loveless ’76 Lewis

Kurt Loosenort ’73 was the chairman of the Josh
McDowell Task Force which coordinated Josh's
lectures.

Ithaca,N.Y.

Horwath in Chicago, 111.
Diane Harvey ’76 Krauszer lives and works at the
Kodiak (Alaska) BaptistMission.
David Mulder ’76 is the principal of EasternChristian
Middle School in Prospect Park, N.J.

Coopersville (Mich.) Public Schools.

for

Peter Ferriby ’76

France.
John Gottlieb ’76 is an attorney with Laventhal

to 150 people.

Beth Vruggink ’73 Koning

physicaltherapist for Dykstra Libby

PresbyterianChurch of Port Chester, N.Y.
Nancy McCallum ’76 Foreman and her husband are

1

to the

is a

Compton & Associates in Holland, Mich.

the

Columbia-GreeneCommunity
College naturalhistorymuseum.
Gary Gauger ’69 is the director of businessdevelopment
for WalbridgeAldinger in Livonia, Mich.
Jack Ligtenberg’69 is a professionalmedical service
representativefor Riker Laboratories Inc. (3M). Last
January Jack was named to their top producers club. He
and his family reside in Niles, Mich.
Kenneth Martensen ’69 is the chairman of the
mathematics department in the Edison (N.J.) School
System.
Timothy Woodby ’69 and his wife hiked from Seattle,
Wash. , to the coast of Maine during the summer of 985
and is adding

Len Fazio ’76

Mission.

Max Duncan ’78 is a resident in enurology at Letterman
Army MedicalCenter in San Francisco, Calif.
Becky Eldrenkamp '78 is controller for a Chicago area
real estate developmentfirm.
David Fowler ’78 is the technicalservicesmanager for
Info-tronicSystems in Holland, Mich.
Carol Donohue ’78 Gephart is a high school earth
science teacher in Durham, N.H.
Greg Gephart ’78 is a geologistfor the state of New
Hampshire while working toward his doctorate in
geology.

Paul Hansen ’78 is the pastor of Doster Reformed
Church in Plainwell,Mich.
Amy Mills ’78 Jacksonjust finisheda very successful
nine week run of the musical "A. .My Name Is Alice
at Theatre Three in Dallas, Texas.
Nancy Leonhardt ’78 is a Fulbright professorof

William Buhro ’80

is

doing post doctoral work at

Indiana University.

David Bruins ’80

is a

CPA

with Reznick, Fedder

&

Silverman of Bethesda, Md.
Robert Dow ’80 is an organic chemist for Pfizer

working on a cancer research project.Robert and his
wife, Martha Ratering ’78 Dow live in New London,
Conn.
Ann Boluyt ’80 Hackney is a weekend supervisor for
residentialtreatment center for

a

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mark Howard ’80 works

for

women alcoholicsin

General Testing Corpora-

an environmental testing laboratoryin Rochester,

tion,

N.Y.
Jon Jellema ’80

is

an

associateattorneywith Acree

&

Roble in Atlanta,Ga.
PhilipJohnson ’80 is a part-timesocial worker pursuing
a

master’sdegree in social work and

a

simple lifestyle.

Philip is a member of Shalom Community, an interdenominational Christian community.
Paul McCullough ’80 is a systems programmer for

BurroughsCorporation in Plymouth,Mich.
Anne Mulder ’80 is the directorof merchandise for
Burdines in Miami, Fla.
Ericka Peterson ’80 has piecesin two group shows that
through November, one in New Y ork and the other
Houston.
John Vande Guchte ’80 is a second year residentin

ran
in

pediatricsat Children’s Hospital in Oakland, Calif.
Patricia Lunderberg ’80 Van Wylen is a student in
exercise physiology at the University of Virginia.
Bill

Webb

’80 is going to medical school at the

University of Connecticut.
Steven Wissink’80 works for Starr Commonwealth in
Albion, Mich.

Marilyn Johnson ’81 Aardema works for Procter &
Gamble in Cincinnati,Ohio, in their human and

.

English and English as a foreign language at

in

Sarah Cady-Nobles ’81

pathology at The Universityof Michigan and

Financial

Metropolitan Life and affiliated companiesin the

for

Rochester, Minn., in July, 1986.
Paul Pettys ’78 owns an advertisingagency in Hilton

state

of Kansas.

Michael Disher ’81 served

in

a missionary hospitalin

Nigeria from Jan. to June, 1985. Michael is currently

Head Island,S.C.
is

teaching sixth grade for

Services in Grand Rapids, Mich.
James Dejulio’81 is a regional marketing specialist

begin a surgical pathology fellowshipat Mayo Clinicin

Scott Pontier ’78

is

Yormuch D.O.D.D.S. in Stuttgart, Germany.
Paul Damon ’81 is a districtmanager for IDS

University in Irbid, Jordan.
Timothy Mervak ’78 will completefour years of
training

environmental health and safetydepartment.

the director of

employeeassistance

servicesat Fair Oaks Hospital and has a private
psychotherapy practicein HighlandPark, N.J.

Paul Pratt ’78 is the senior pastor of Resurrection
Reformed Church in Flint, Mich.
Ruth Stoepker’78 is in the engineering department of
General Motors Parts Plant in Pontiac, Mich.
Dewey Thompson ’78 is the co-pastorof Ottawa
Reformed Church in West Olive, Mich.
David Wissink ’78 is a psychologist and assistant
program directorat a state day treatment program in

working
in

Mary
the

in a

researchlab

The Universityof Michigan

Hilldore '81 is a branch officerand manager at

EastsideBranch of Old Kent Bank of Holland, Mich.

Steven Hy ma
of

at

Ann Arbor.

’8 1 is

the pastor of First ReformedChurch

Clay County in Everly, Iowa.

Deb Kunzi ’81 Khoriatyis the assistant credit manager
at Amway Grand Plaza Hotel in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Donna Klein ’81 is a healthcaremanagement specialist
for Land O'Lakes,Inc., in Minneapolis, Minn.
Keven Malkewitz ’81 is takingGerman and French at
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Michigan State University and workingfor Vanco
Adidas and Play Makers Sporting Goods in Lansing,
Mich.
Thomas Picard ’81 , after graduating from Wayne State
School of Medicine, is workingat Oakwood Hospital
in Dearborn, Mich.
Dai Dee Pun ’81 is a student at the University of

Group 243, Inc. , in Ann Arbor, Mich. , and is working
on a M.B.A. degree at MichiganState University.
Bridgette Knittel ’83

is a

technicalconsultantfor Perry

University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Ken Neevel ’84 works in the admissions department at
Hope College.
Sara Renkes ’84 Neevel works for Haworth Inc., in
Holland, Mich.
Peggy Penna ’84 is teaching fourth grade at Hamilton
(Mich.) ElementarySchool.
Beth Pershing ’84 is a market research analyst with
Foremost Insurance Corporation of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rebecca Pochert '84 is a community resourceassistant
at Holland (Mich.) CommilnityHospital in the

White Associates in Waltham, Mass.
Dan Kniithof’83 is a retail sales manager for Fris
Office OutfittersInc., in Holland, Mich.
David Marema ’83 is a programmer/analyst with Ball
Wisconsin.
Technical Services in West Chicago, III.
John Tonsley ’81 is an associatepastor at North Park Mitch Mendrek ’83 is working on a bachelor of science
Reformed Church in Kalamazoo,Mich.
degree in chemical engineering at The University of
Diane Sadler ’81 Vander Maas is the correspondence
Michigan in Ann Arbor.
specialist for the National Right to Work Legal Defense
Stephen ’83 and Kayleen Slater ’83 Merry will be
patient/familycounselling department.
Foundation in Springfield,Va.
working with Kayleen’s family at the mission hospital Jeanne Redinger ’84 works for Advance Survey in
Mike Walters’81 has a NIH fellowshipfor post-doctoral in Ivory Coast, West Africa this summer after Steve
Fremont.Mich.
work at the University of Rochester in New York.
completes his third year of medical school.
Mary Schaap ’84 will be travelingwith Athletes in
Kevin Bedwell ’82 is a supervisor in the exhibitor
Kim Bierbaum ’83 Michael is an accountant for a
Action, a division of Campus Crusades Missions,
servicesdepartment of The InterfaceGroup, Inc., of
reinsurancebrokerage, R.K. Carvill, Inc. Kim has just
playing basketball in the Fiji Islands this summer.
Watertown,Mass., the world’s leading producer of
returned from London, England where she was
Steven Schwander ’84, a middler at New Brunswick
computerconferences and expositions.
introduced to the home office personnel and shown their
Seminary , has been hired as the 986 summer program
Faye Berens ’82 is a purchasing agent for Worthington
operations.
directorat the Warwick Conference Center.
Industries,HamiltonPlasticsDivision in Cincinnati,
Linda Miller ’83 is continuing her studiesin applied
Todd VanderMeer'84 is attendingThe University of
Ohio.
mathematics at Iowa State University.
Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Douglas Borst ’82 is a third year dental student at the Maria Nicholas’83 is a junior high specialeducation Bryon VandeWege ’84 is in his second year at The
University of Texas Dental School in Houston.
resource room teacher in the Wyoming (Mich.) Public University of Michigan MedicalSchool in Ann Arbor.
David Braak ’82 is in his second year of seminary and
School System. Maria is also working on a master'sin
Shelley DeFreese ’84 Votto is a marketing representadoes substituteteaching two days a week in Pasadena,
reading at Calvin College.
tive recruiter for an executive recruitingfirm in
Calif.
Mary Ghezzi Ockerse ’83 is working on a master's
Philadelphia,Penn.
Paul Brower ’82 is the maintenance directorat Camp degree in organizationalbehavior at Eastern Michigan
Randy Warren ’84 ran in the Detroit (Mich.) Free Press
Co-To-Bic in Bellefontaine,Ohio.
University.
International
Marathon and placed 291 out of 3, 158 with
Marion Thompson ’82 Bulger is designing a program
Eric Ross ’83 is an assistant civil engineer for the New
a time of 3.05.06.
for inner city youth at risk. Marion lives in Rochester, York City department of environmental protection.
Wendy Wigger ’84 is a health promotionspecialist at
N.Y. and is expecting her first child.
Daniel Rutt ’83 is the coordinatorof the weight control
Holland (Mich.) Community Hospital.
Suzanne Marceny ’82 Caltrider is editing and
program at the Health and Nutrition Center in Adrian, Shirley Gagnon ’85 Allen is the assistant manager of
publishing Cooperative Extension Service Bulletins as
Mich.
English Hills Restaurant & Golf Course in Grand
an editorial assistant for the Department of Agriculture
CynthiaShimp ’83 is a regulatoryaffairs administrator
Rapids, Mich.
and Natural Resources Information Servicesat Michigan for L. Perrigo Company in Allegan, Mich.
Richard Baird ’85 is a graduate student in chemistry
State University.
Tom Sligh ’83 works for First WisconsinBank in
at the University of Arizona.
Deb Fild '82 is a chemist in the toxicology laboratory Milwaukee.
Sally Banger ’85 is working for Mead Johnson&
at Blodgett Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich. Deb
Ericka Smith ’83 is an investigator
of child abuse and
Company in Zeeland, Mich.
neglect for the Chesapeake(Va.) Bureau of Social
anaylzes samples for drugs and toxic substances.
Sandra Bellefeuille’85 is a graduate student in
Services and is working on a master’s degree at Old
Peter Flinker ’82 is attending the University of
chemistry at Iowa State University
Dominion University.
MassachuseUs-Amherstin landscape architecture.
Lisa Brawley ’85 is attendingMichigan State University
Rowland Van Es ’83 is working for the Christian
Stephanie Klahr ’82 Flinker is a clinical social worker
MedicalSchool.
Reformed World Relief Committee as a community
for the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Phil Brewer ’85 is a chemistry associatewith The
Cruelty to Children.
developer in northern Sierra Leone, West Africa.
Upjohn Company in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Nancy MacArthur ’82 joined the soldiers chorus in the
Brian Wissink ’83 is teaching English as a second
Richard Broene ’85 is doing graduate work in
U.S. Army at Fort Mead, Md. She just relumed from language in Tochigi-ken, Japan.
chemistry at UCLA in California.
Dawn Tetzlaff ’83 Wolfe is a department manager at Sally Budd ’85 is employed by Congressman William
her first tour and writes that the soldiers chorus and field
band will be performing in Holland, Mich., in May.
Nordstrom,the largestfashion specialtystore on the
D. Ford of Michigan.
west coast, in San Jose, Calif.
Timothy McGee ’82 is a sales representativefor Ortho
Nathan Buurma ’85 is studying law at Rutgers
Pharmaceutical in Tampa, Fla.
Roland Aragona ’84 handles material control and
University.
Penny Meints ’82 is a computer operator/consultant
for
scheduling for G&L Industriesin Mt. Clemens, Mich. Joseph Calvano ’85 is a sanitarychemist for the
Software Services Group of Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kathie Atkinson ’84 is teaching English at Shujan
Metropolitan Sanitary District of the Greater Chicago
University in China for two years.
Annette Piethe ’82 is a research and development
(111.)Area. Joseph works in research and development
manager in the area of microbiological diagnostics for Paul Avedisian’84 works part time at the Reformed
in the soil science and land reclaimation section.
Church in America Offices in the officeof human
Enzyme Systems Products in Livermore, Calif.
James Campbell '85 is a staff accountant with Meyaard
Brian Rideout ’82 works in the information systems resources.Paul is working on a master’sdegree in vocal
and Company in Holland, Mich.
department at Texaco Inc., in Houston, Texas.
performanceat the Manhattan School of Music.
StephenCarlson’85 is a pension analystfor WatkinsEdwin Barkel ’84 is attendingthe Universityof Detroit
Douglas Sheehan ’82 is doing graduate work at TTie
Ross: Consultants and Actuaries in Grand Rapids, Mich.
(Mich.) Law School.
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Scott Collins ’85 is an account administratorfor IBM
Rick Smallegan ’82 is in dealer servicesfor Steelcase Robert Benishek ’84 is a production supervisor at
Corporation in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Inc., in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Thermatronin Holland, Mich.
Robert Cook ’85 is attending Wayne State Medical
Ann Vander Borgh ’82 is an account executive for
Paul Bixel ’84 is an applicationsengineer with General
School.
Electricin Schenectady, N.Y.
Doyle Dane Bembach, an advertisingagency in
James Dailey ’85 is a graduate studentin chemistry at
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Sally Bolema ’84 is a learningdisabilities teacherin the
Michigan State University.
John V assallo ’82 is the program director for Continen- Battle Creek (Mich.) Public Schools.
Paul Dailey ’85 is seeking employment in industry or
tal Cablevision in Boston, Mass. , and the master control
Beth Kowalke ’84 Damon is the marketing director for
the diplomatic corps.
directorfor the New England Sports Network.
European Sun Spas of Michigan.
Wendy Faber ’85 works for DonnellyCorporation in
Dale Wolfe ’82 is a senior associateengineer at
Rick Dernberger ’84 works at Haworth, Inc. in
Holland, Mich.
Lockheed Missies & Space Company in Sunnyvale,
Holland, Mich. , and is working on a master’s degree at
Erik Flom '85 is studying chemistry at the University
Calif.
Grand Valley State College.
of Chicago.
Julie Bosch ’83 is certified in adaptive physical
Jeanne Redinger ’84 Fries is working in the land
Timothy Forbush ’85 works for Laboratory and Drug
education and working toward certification
in learning
surveying business in Fremont,Mich.
Disposal Corporation in Plainwell, Mich.
disabilities. Julie is teaching corporate fitness classes at
Margaret Gremore ’84 is a specialassistantto
David Goff ’85 is a programmer/analyst for Amfac
Prince Corporation in Holland and teaching at Bum-ACongresswoman Mary Rose Oakar from Ohio.
DistributionCorporation in Folsom,Calif.
Size Studio in Zeeland, Mich. She is also teaching
Juli Harper ’84 teaches first grade at St. BrigidSchool
Kathleen Hogenboom ’85 is studying analytical
physical education for handicappedstudents for West
in New York City.
chemistry at the University of Minnesota.
Ottawa School System.
Steven Hillstead ’84 is a planning coordinator for
Jonathon Homeister ’85 is attendingThe University
Jeff ’83 and Lynne DeMoor ’83 Crumbaugh are
DonnellyCorporation in Holland, Mich.
of Michigan MedicalSchool.
completing masters work in human nutritionat Penn
Gregory Horesovsky ’84 is a Ph.D. candidate in
Mark Honkanen ’85 is studying chemistry at the
State University.They will return to Ann Arbor, Mich. ,
genetics at the University of Tennesseeat Oak Ridge.
University of California,San Diego.
in July where Jeff will finish his degree in medicine at
Heidi Dekker ’84 Horesovsky is working at the
Scott Huizenga ’85 is attending The University of
The University of Michigan.
Methodist MedicalCenter in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Michigan Law School.
Jonathon Cut! ’83 is a district account executive for
Carol Johnson ’84 works in the accounts payable
Scott Jecmen ’85 is a staff consultant at Arthur
Profit Freight Systems in Minneapolis, Minn.
department at Bil-Mar Foods in Borculo, Mich.
Andersen & Company in Detroit,Mich.
Lori Visscher’83 Droppers is a physical therapistat
Dan Kempker ’84 is an investment advisorfor Edward
Bob Karel ’85 is a youth associatewith The Other Way,
Sparrow Hospital in Lansing, Mich'
D. Jones & Company in Portage, Mich.
an urban ministryof the ReformedChurch in America,
Jim Eickhoff’83 is the directorof environmental
Stephen Kiss ’84 works in the purchasing department in Grand Rapids, Mich.
servicesat Detroit (Mich.) Receiving Hospital. Jim
for Lippert Furniture in Zeeland, Mich.
Janice Kenney ’85 is a technicalwriter for Arthur
writes that he submitted a Campus Comedy piece to
Lorie Herrmann ’84 Krieger is a manager of a
Anderson & Company in Chicago, 111.
Reader's Digest about a humorous incidentwhich took
full-service printing and copying business in Cincinnati,
Brett King ’85 is attending Michigan State University
place during his years at Hope . The piece will probably
Ohio.
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
be published in the April issue.
Rick Krieger ’84 is a sales representativewith
Michelle DeBoer ’85 Kuiper is an educationalresource
Steven Geurink ’83 will be directinga young adult
DonnellonMcCarthy, Inc., in Cinnati, Ohio.
room teacherin the Kentwood (Mich.) Public Schools.
conference in Toronto, Canada in December, 1986.
Brad Kuipers ’84 is working on a master’s degree at
Lisa Smallegan ’85 Kuipers works in the human
Constance Goldzung ’83 is the executive directorof
Western Michigan University and is a youth group leader resourcesdepartment for Squirt & Company in Holland,
Let’s Celebrate. This is an associationof 23 churches at the First United Methodist Church in Holland.
Mich., and is a youth group leader at the First United
in Jersey City, N.J., committed to helping the hungry
Richard Mason ’84 is attending the Chicago (111.)
Methodist Church.
and homelessthrough 13 food pantriesand a soup
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
Mary Lokers ’85 is the educationaldirector at Bethany
kitchen.
Bruce Mulder ’84 is the mailroomsupervisorat Hope
Memorial Reformed Church in New York City. Mary
Barbara Coon ’83 Greenman is a chemist with Parke
College and is a part-time disc jockey at 98 ROCKplans to attend seminaryin the fall.
Davis.
WGRD-FM in Grand Rapids.
Timothy Lundholm ’85 is a laboratory technician for
Kimberly Halley ’83 is a market research analyst at
Keith Nalley ’84 is a junior in dental school at The
Tricil, Inc., in Muskegon, Mich.
1
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Mary Lysaught ’85

is

studying theology at Notre

Dame

University.

Linda Manning

’85

is a

researchassistant in biomedical

research at Rockefeller University in

New York.

Jeffrey McKeeby ’85 is attending SUNY-Syracuse,
Upstate MedicineCenter.

Michael McVickar’85 is teaching English in Japan.
Mitchell Mendrek ’85 is studying chemical engineering
at The University of Michigan.
Carrie Kooistra ’85 Murphy is working on
degree in counseling.

a

master’s

Kimm Mulder

’85 works in the intensivecare unit
Mercy Hospital in Muskegon, Mich.
David Nelson ’85
of

is

at

studying chemistry at the Univesrity

South Carolina.

Sohail Nourbakhsh ’85 is studying chemistry at Iowa
State University.

Stephen Pelham ’85 is a surface warfare officer with
the U.S. Navy OCS.
Mandy Pickelman'85 is a medical technicianintern at
Blodgett Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Michael Rees ’85 is attending The University of
Michigan Medical School.
Wendy Reynolds ’85 is an assistant buyer for Winklemen's DepartmentStores in Detroit,Mich.
Randy Rodenhouse ’85 is studying chemistry at
Bowling Green State University.
Barbara Schorl ’85 is attending Northwestern
University MedicalSchool.
Michael Smith ’85 is a research chemist for Upjohn
Company.
Linda Solak ’85 is attendingThe University of
Michigan Dental School.
Kent Sutton '85, after receiving his privatepilot’s
license,will attend aviation officercandidate school at
the Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Fla.

Geron Turke ’85

is

attendingMichigan State University

College of Osteopathic Medicine.

Wendy Vander Hart ’85

is

attendingAndover Newton

Theological School near Boston, Mass.

Mary VanAUsburg’85 VandeWege works in

the

pulmonary-nephrology
clinic at The University of
MichiganHospital in Ann Arbor.
Cynthia Vanlsten ’85 is a territory manager for
Federal-MogulCorporation in Portland, Maine.
Craig Van Zyl ’85 is studying chemistry at the
University of Illinois.

Stephen Vaughan ’85

is

anendingWestern Michigan

University and is also the hockey manager.

Sarah Veldman ’85 is studying biochemistry at the
University of Minnesota.
Emily Wang ’85 is attending Wayne State University
MedicalSchool.
Nancy Weller ’85 is a registerednurse workingin the
orthopedics unit at Butterworth Hospital in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Shawn Wietstock’85 is studying chemistry at Indiana
University-Bloomingtoii.

Michael Winter ’85

is

the assistant to the pastor for

1986-87 in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Sandra Wissink ’85 works for Community Education
in

Holland, Mich.'

Steven Zeldenrust ’85
University.

is

studying chemistry at Purdue

advanced degrees
Marilyn Johnson '81 Aardema,doctor of philosophy,
genetics,University of Tennessee. Dec. 1985
ChristianeKnapp '81 Andrews,master of education,
University of Illinois at Chicago, June, 1985

Rebecca Badman ’77. master of science. State
New York, Oswego, Aug, 1985

University of

Eric Blahut '68, doctor of ministry, McCormick
Theological Seminary,June, 1985

Mark Bombara ’77, master of

arts,

counseling

psychology, Western Michigan University, Aug, 1985

Kathy Brown '81, master of divinity,Garrett
Evangelical Theological Seminary,May, 1985

Tom Bultman,doctor of

philosophy, zoology,

Arizona State University, May, 1985
Sarah Cady-Nobles’81, masters of arts, learning
disabilities

and emotional impairment. University of

Colorado
Hetty Vos '59 Crews, registerednurse,Ulster County
Community College, Fall, 1985
TinadeJong’84, master of arts, blind rehabilitation.
Western Michigan University. Dec, 1985
MichaelDisher ’81, medical doctor, The University
of Michigan,Dec. 1985
Robert

Dow

'80, doctor of philosophy, organic

chemistry, HarvardUniversity, Sept, 1985

DorothyTelfer '72 Duncan, master of

arts,

English

language and literature. The University of Michigan.

May, 1985
Allen Heneveld '75, juris doctorate,George
Washington University, May, 1985
Martha Bamett '77 Hodges, masters in education,
educational supervision and administration.Middle
TennesseeState University, 1985
Lori

_

Hostetler'78 , master of business administration,

Michigan State University.June,

1985
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Thomas '70 and Charlotte Henderson,William
Lawrence,Sept. 17, 1985, St. Joseph, Mich.
David and Sandy Wade 'll Henion, Jordan Wesley
Nov. 8, 1985, Fort Lee, N.J.

LorenzoHoward '72, master of management,
Aquinas College, May, 1985
Jerome Jelinek '82, juris doctorate,Thomas M.
Cooley Law School. Sept, 1985
Jon Jellema '81, juris doctorate,Uniersityof Georgia
School of Law. 1985
Leah Katt '76 Junor, master of science.Northern
Illinois University,Aug, 1985
Marky Klapthor '78, masterof management,Aquinas
College, May, 1985

New Wilmington,Pa.
Kenneth '75 and Laurel Riekse '76 Hoesch, Karl
Walter, Feb. 12, 1985, Zeeland, Mich.
Bob '80 and Barb Swanson '81 Johnson, Lindsey
Jane, Sept. 4. 1985, Lake Forest, 111.
1985,

Paul and Diane Harvey '76 Krauszer, JenniferLeigh,

Corla Poll '79 Kraker. master of arts, elementary

July 7, 1985, Kodiak, Alaska
Don '69 and Joyce Kronemeyer,Cullen Lee, Oct. 4,
1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
William '79 and Susan Leonhard

Michigan. May. 1985
Nancy Leonhardt '78, doctor of philosophy,

New

Jersey Dental School, 1985
Carol Mohrlock '80, master of arts, educational

leadership.Eastern Michigan University,Dec, 1985
David Mulder '76, masterof arts, administration,
East
Carolina University, 1984
Patricia Pulver ’79, AAS, Albany-HudsonValley
Physician'sAssistant Program,Aug, 1985
Brian Rideout '82, master of business administration.
University of Houston,Dec, 1985
clinical social

work, Simmons College Graduate School of Social

Work, May, 1984
Jon Schwanz '83, doctor of chiropractic,
Magna Cum
Laude, Life ChiropracticCollege, Dec, 1985
Mark Smircina '77, doctor of philosophy, psychology, Miami University,August, 1984

University of Toronto, Nov, 1985

births
Doug '81 and Christiane Knapp '81 Andrews,

Megan

Texas
Tom

Murray,Mar. 13, 1985, Point Pleasant,N.J.
Steven and Patricia Arnold '78 Borgman, Stephanie
Ann, June 1, 1985, Holland, Mich.
Kevin and Kathleen Shoemaker '78 Brown, Daniel
Ryan, July 16, 1985, Rochester, N.Y.
Michaeland Julie DeWitt 'll Bullerdick, Katherine

’83

Marie, Mar. 7, 1985, Holland, Mich.
JefferyCash and Donna Davis '63, Mira Amara
Cash-Davis, Nov. 2, 1984, Tampa, Fla.
Oct. 22, 1984, Glen Ellyn, 111.
Jeff and Joyce Pruiksma'72 Conley, Marc Andres
Brian,bom Nov. 28, 1980 in Santiago,Chile,adopted

1985, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Kevin Cox '84 and Kathleen Green, Aug. 3, 1985,
Holland, Mich.
Jeff Crumbaugh ’83 and Lynne DeMoor '83, Aug.
17, 1985, Charlevoix, Mich.
Bert Davis and Pamela Petroelje'll. Oct. 5, 1985,
Holland, Mich.
William Fries and Jeanne Redinger '84, Dec. 15,
1985, Fremont, Mich.
Gary Gauger '69 and Lynn Statler, May 18. 1985,

Brian '80 and Sally Boers '80 Cote, Peter John, July
21, 1985, Holland, Mich.
David '81 and Mrs. DeGraw, RebeccaJohannaand
Sarah Kathleen, Dec. 26, 1984, Marshall, Mich.

Tim 'll and Kate DeVoogd, Andrew Peter,bom
Sept. 11, 1977 and adopted Oct. 9, 1985, Ithaca, N.Y.
Bob '80 and Martha Ratering '78 Dow, Laura
Adriana, June 23, 1985, Boston, Mass.
Kurt '79 and Deborah Van Hoeven '79 Droppers,
Jacob Anthony,Jan. 2, 1986, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Greg and DorothyTelfer 'll Duncan, Ellen Louisa
Aug. 24, 1985, Ann Arbor. Mich.
Mark and Laura VanDis ’82 Ebbers, Joel Benjamin
111.

Jim '83 and Lynn Klok '84 Eickhoff, Tyler James,
Nov. 2, 1985, Port Huron, Mich.
Steve 'll and Lynda Boven '73 Farrar,Jonathan
Michael, July 27, 1985, Holland, Mich.
John Fink and Zaide Pixley '69, Elisabeth Conner
Pixley Fink, Mar. 22, 1985, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Brian and Nancy McCallum '76 Foreman, Christine
Frances, July 1. 1985, St. Chamond, France
John '73 and Judith Geneva, Christopher Michael,
Dec. 4, 1984, Ferrysburg, Mich.
1

1

,

1985, Chicago, 111.
Larry and Susan Hop 'll Gras, Michael John, Aug.
.

1

3

,

1

984

1,

Oakland,Calif.

,

David, and John; and one daughter, Hope Bower.

Burr Tillstrom died on Dec. 6, 1985,

in

Palm

Springs, Calif.
Mr. Tillstrom was the creatorof the “Kukla, Fran,
and Ollie” show. He was awarded an honorary degree
by Hope College in 1972. He was an active supporter
of the Hope College Theatre and

Ed wards ville. 111.

Summer Repertory

Thomas Gennaroand Julie Drozd

Theatre programs. He most recently was working with

Abington, Pa.

Prof. Nielsen of the communicationdepartment on a

age of 11.
In 1964, he joined the Hope custodial staff and worked
here until his retirement.Prior to coming to Hope, he

was a missionary in Nigeria.
He is survived by his wife, Carrie, three children,
and five grandchildren.
Jean Wishmeier ’41 Vanden Berg died Oct. 26,

21, 1985, Kalamazoo,Mich.
Gregory Horesovsky 84 and Heidi Dekker
'

9,

1986, in

Orange City, Iowa.
She attended Hope and graduated from Western
MichiganUniversity. While livingin Holland, Mich.,
she worked for Brouwer Furniture Company.
Mrs. Van Eck is survived by her husband, Edward;
two sons, Eric and David; a sister, Virginia Zuidema;

,

Fort Collins,Colo.
John and Kathleen Van Pelt '76 Gross, Sean Patrick,

Mar. 17, 1985, Somerville, N.J.
Mr. and Sara Phillips '70 Halsey, Auriana Elizabeth,

August 21, 1985. Schenectady, N.Y.
James '80 and Barbara Lievense ’79 Hanson, James
Ernest Edwin 111, July 29, 1985. Benardsville.N.J.
Todd '78 and ShirleyBolhouse '79 Harbum, Shannon
Lynn, Oct. 19, 1985, Lansing, Mich.
Michael and Susan Baker 'll Headword!,Spencer
John. Nov. 12, 1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.

'

84,

Aug

San Dimas, Calif.
Richard Jackson and Chris

Lohman '73,

Dec. 29,

1985, Savoy, 111.
Philip Johnson'80 and Mary Baggerman, Sept. 14,
1985, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Elias Khoriaty and Deb Kunzi '81, June 1, 1985,

Willard Veltman ’37 died August

Grand Rapids, Mich.

1984,

in

Dallas,

.

10, 1985, Sheboygan,Wis.
Cary Irwin and Noreen Decker '82, Dec. 17, 1985,

step-mother Doris Muller and six grandchildren.
9,

<

Petoskey, Mich.
Richard Hoekstra '85 and Karen Gingras '86, Dec.

grandchildren;a sister, Olive Winter and a brother,

and Dory Smith '85 Sligh, Ashley Elisabeth,

Mich.

Steven Hillstead'84 and Sarah Littell '83, Oct. 19,

Kenneth '42; one daughter, KristinWhitfield;two

a

Oct. 19, 1985,

1985, Grandville, Mich.
Wayne Hilton '82 and Joan Stark, Sept, 28, 1985,

1985, in Delray Beach, Fla.
Mrs. Vanden Berg is survived by her husband,

Robert Wishmeier.
Dorothy Muller ’44 Van Eck died Jan.

'80,

Ray Hackney and Ann Boluyt '80, Nov. 16, 1985,
Grand Rapids,
David Hawtofand Gwen DeBoer 'll , Aug. 26, 1984,
Pontiac, Mich.
Thomas Heidkamp and MartaAnn Kraay '75, Dec.
14, 1985, Chicago, 111. Ricardo Hernandezand
Connie Wehner '80, June 8, 1985, Holland, Mich.

video memoir of his career.
Asaph Tobert died Feb. 3 in Holland, Mich, at the

Rick Krieger '84 and Lorie Herrmann '84, Nov. 24,

Texas, of cancer.
He also attended Dallas Theological Seminary and

1984, Cincinnati,Ohio
MichaelMcGrath and Beverly Bergstrom'83, Aug.

graduated with a master’s of arts from Southern

16, 1985, Bolton, 111.
Alfred Medendorp 80 and Karen Seelman, Aug. 10,

Methodist University. He taughton the high school and

Oct. 18, 1985, Grand Haven, Mich.
Jon '76 and Gail DeWitt '78 Soderstrom, Kari Anne,

collegelevel and retired from the U.S

Feb. 5, 1985, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Richard and Myra Koops 'll Thayer, Daniel

Dallas.
Mr. Veltmanis survived by his wife, Dorothy; seven

Windham, Sept. 26, 1985. Stanford, Calif.

children; 5 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren
Lois DeVries ’37 Wichers died Dec. 12 in Bradenton,

1985, Rosyln, Penn.
Mitch Mendrek '83 and Carolyn Parsons '83, Aug.

Fla.
She had been

31, 1985, Flint, Mich.
Michael Money and Sara Van Anrooy '82, Oct. 12,

1

.

postal

serviceof

;

a

'

1985, Sparta, Mich.
William Melville'77 and Diane McCollum, June 15,
.

teacherin Kalamazoo Public School.

Surviving are her husband, a son, a daughter, four

Nov. 28, 1984, Holland, Mich.
Robert 'll and Linda Cooper, WhitneyMegan, Feb.
1,1985,Grand Rapids, Mich.

John '76 and Ruth Gottlieb,Rachel Grace , June

1984, Alexandria, Va.
Charles Christiaansand Elizabeth Kronquist '81,

Linwood Teachers Association,

the

Jersey Education Association, the National

daughters, two sons, and five grandchildren.
Marian Klaasen’24Thritenbachdied Dec. 6, 1985,

der, May 6, 1985, Edinburgh, Scotland
Charles '74 and Laura Tebben '74 Vander Broek,

,

in

Reel, Aug. 3, 1985,

Sept. 28, 1985, Newberry,Mich.
Robertus Christiaansand ElizabethLatimer ’81, June

Brian and JoAnnFrielink '73 Tiplady, Paul Alexan-

Brian and Marcia Larson '73 Claxton, Douglas Eric

New

Gwen

Education Association, and March of Dimes.
She is survived by her husband Harold '52, six

Dec. 20, 1985, Green Bay, Wis.
Gary and Barbara Patmos '74 Slover, John Charles,

Oct. 22, 1985, Sarasota, Fla.
Donald and Kathy Shiflett '80 Burmeister, Amanda

11, 1985, Zeeland, Mich.
Dale and Lou Voskuil’ 69 Grit , Ry an , Nov

She was active
the

Sept. 28, 1985, Waukesha, Wis.
Paul and Donna DeWitt '72 Slominski, Jordan Brent,

Julie,

David, Oct. 13, 1985, Morrison,

teaching nurse at the Linwood, N.J. public schools.

Wade, July 18, 1985, Okinawa, Japan
William '61 and Mrs. Roelofs, Drew Michael, May
24, 1985, Sioux Center, Iowa
Daniel '83 and Lafon Kortman ’83 Rutt, Joshua
Jacob, Feb. 15, 1985, Adrian, Mich.
Edward 'll and Jennifer Bartels '77 Schmidt,
Matthew Paul, Sept. 7, 1985, Lansing, Mich.
James and Joanne Monroe '73 Shaw, Brian Matthew,
May 11, 1985, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Mr. and Mary Scott ’71 Siptak,Catherine Elizabeth,
bom Jan. 10, 1985 adopted Jan. 22, 1985, Houston,

masters of divinity,with honors, Regis College of the

Stefanie Lynn, July 30, 1985, Chicago, 111.
Michael'76 and Allison Kinch 'll Atchley,

Allegan, Mich.
Cliff Brewis and Margaret Gremore '84, Aug. 18,

1985, Arlington, Va.
Williamand PatriciaKlungle'll Rhoney, Jonathan

history,Indiana University,July, 1985
Tom Taylor '81, bachelors of sacred theology and

1985,

and also was a public health nurse in Michiganand a

Jacob '65 and Lucia Pruiksma, Jacob Jesse, April 10,

Barbara Springer-Selig'76, doctor of philosophy,

2,

Holland, Mich.
Phil Brewer '85 and

Mrs. Thritenbach is survived by three sons, Paul,

Jr.

Mar. 4, 1985, Pleasanton, Calif.
Timothy Mervak '78 and Sheila Marcus, Benjamin,
June 4, 1984, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Norm and Linda Hawkins '75 Murray,Brian Greg,
Oct. 13, 1985, Canton, Ohio
Mr. and Janet Brevick '75 Naymick, Andrew
Michael, Feb. 18, 1985, North Muskegon, Mich.
Benjamin and Barbara Zandstra '68 Nykamp,
Katharine June, June 13, 1985, Grand Haven, Mich.
James '74 and PhyllisHenseler '75 O’Connell,
Deborah Jean, April 14, 1985, Portersville, N.J.
Paul '78 and Barbara Ameson '80 Osbum, Zachary
Lee, Aug. 2, 1985, Holland, Mich.
Mr. and Lynn Frank ’83 Parker, Mary Catherine,
Nov. 26, 1985, Haverhill,Mass.

Florida State University, Aug, 1985
Matthew McNally '79, doctor of dental medicine.

linquistics,

Salm '56, masterof social work,

William Scott

1985, Birmingham,Mich.
Ralph Bohrer '83 and Michelle Brown, Nov.

Hospital School of Nursing.
She taught English and business in Cali, Columbia

in
,

Robert Baird '83 and Ingrid Anderson'83, June 29,

in

She also earned a bachelor of arts degree from Christ

,

James 'll and Mrs. Hines, Alexander James, July 9,

education. WesternMichigan University,Aug, 1985
Fred Leaske, doctor of education.The Universityof

Nell

FeliciaHrbek ’50 Saunders died Dec. 5, 1984
Cuernavaca,Mexico after an extended illness.

Alex Charles, Sept. 4, 1985, Holland, Mich.
grandchildren,and a sister.
David '76 and Lynh VanderHaar, Caroline Maassen,
Hilda Wieringa ’22 died Oct. 18, 1985, in Penney
July 5, 1985, Minneapolis, Minn.
Farms, Fla.
Scot '81 and Mrs. VanDer Meulen, Katelyn Marie,
She worked at Annville Institute and Berea College
Dec. 16, 1985, Livonia, Mich.
in the labor offices coordinatingthe students'schedules
Mike '8 1 and Stacy Burris'80 Walters, John Franklin,
of work toward their tuition needs. She retired in 1963.
Aug. 17, 1985, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Wieringais survived by a sister, Mrs. John
Randy '78 and Sally Weener, Seth Jacob, Aug. 17,
Veldman and a niece Anna Baar.
1985, Grandville, Mich.
Edward Wolters’20 died Jan. 18 in Holland, Mich.
Larry '77 and Mary Harmelink'll Wisner, Leanne
He earned his master’sdegree from the Universityof
Renee, Mar. 30, 1985, Portage, Mich.
Michigan in 927 and taughtat Holland ChristianHigh
Conley Zomermaand 'll and Patricia Tillou,Saretta
before coming to teach at Hope College Preperatory
Dawn, Oct. 18, 1985, High Falls, N.Y.
School in 1926. In 1930 he joined the college as a
professor of Latin, Roman history,and German.
In the summer of 962 , he took the classical summer
course of Vengilian Society of America at Naples and
Rome. He was a member of the American Classical
League, the ClassicalAssociation of Middle West &
John Beltman ’24 died Oct. 3, 1985 in Muscatine, South, Michigan ClassicalCouncil, Vengilian Society
of America,Council for Basic Education, and a Hope
Iowa of an extended illness.
He held positionswith S.S. Kresge, Boud’s Depart- representativefor the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
ment Store in Muscatine, and retired from Grain
Foundation.
He retired from Hope in 966 after 36 years of service
Processing Corp. after 15 years of service.
and was honored with the title of professor-emeritusof
He is survived by his wife of 57 years, Katherine,
Latin. He had served for many years as the chairman
one son, one daughter and one brother.
Lawrence Dalman '17 died Nov. 2, 1985, in Fort
of classical languages.
In 1979, the Edward J. Wolters Award in Classics
Lauderdale, Fla.
was establishedat Hope College. Wolters was instruElizabeth Hartgerink’21 died June, 1985 in
mental in helping establish the Gamma Rho Chapter of
Kalamazoo of an extended illness.
Eta Sigma Phi , the nationalhonorary classical fraternity ,
Gertrude Kramer ’22 died Jan. 6 in New York City.
A New York resident,she was a music teacher at
on Hope's campus.
He is survived by his wife, Laura, two sons, three
Turtle Bay School of Music.
daughters, 17 grandchildren, 17 great-grandchildren,
Surviving are a brother,and a niece.
Martha Slowinski ’34 Landwehr died Jan . 6, 986
and a nephew.
in Grand Rapids. Mich.
Mrs. Landwehr is survived by her son , Don Japinga;
a sister Mary Brooks; two nieces; and two grandchildren.
PatriciaKooiman ’63 Mitchell died Nov. 10, 1985
1

1

deaths

1

1

in

Chicago, 111. of cancer.
She held a master'sdegree

marriages

in

social

psychology from

University of Illinois. She also held positionswith
the Veteran's Administration, the state of Illinois and
the

worked with

a

privatepracticeproviding seminars and

consultationservicesfor nursing homes in Illinois.

Correction; Byron VandeWcge'84 and Mary
VanAllsburg'85, July 26, 1985, Ann Arbor. Mich.
Scott Allen and Shirley Gagnon ’85, June 29. 1985.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

1985, Holland, Mich.
Patrick Murphy and Carrie Kooistra '85, Aug. 10,
1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Brian Oosterhouse '85 and Cara Balkema '83, Aug.
17, 1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Paul Pettys '78 and Cindy Brokaw, Oct. 26, 1985,
Hilton Head Island,S.C.
Ronald Picard '85 and Rebecca Kammer '84, June
28, 1985, Westland, Mich.
David Pluymers '85 and Bethany Cook '84, Dec. 28,
1985, Montague, Mich.
David Puffer and Nancy Sells '80, Oct. 12, 1985,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Steven Pyle and Susan Wierenga'82, Nov.

2,

1985,

Spring Lake, Mich.
Robert Schellenberg '73 and Kathleen Nayquist, Aug.
24, 1985, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Michael Scruggs and Barbara Drake '79, Oct. 12,
1985, Pompton Plains,N.J.
Willard Taylor and Marjorie Veldheer '84, Oct. 18,
1985, Holland, Mich.
Jim Te Winkle '84 and Pamela Rezek '83, Sept.

21

,

1985, Holland, Mich.
Craig VanArendonk '81 and Jane Russell, Aug. 21,
1985, Appleton, Wis.

Marc Vander Meulen '82 and

Jill Jalving

'82, Aug.

28, 1985, Meats, Mich.
Ron Votto and Shelly Defreese '84, May 25, 1985,
Philadelphia,Pa.
Kurtis Walters and Rochelle Streeter'85, Nov. 23,
1985, Jenison, Mich.
Richard Warsinskeyand Barbara Gerding '74. Aug.
10, 1985, Ottawa, 111.
William Watt and Nancy Struck '74, Oct. 5, 1985,

Kalamazoo,Mich.
Timothy Weidenhaftand Mary Muyskens '82, June
29, 1985, Eagan, Minn.
Michael Whimey and Ann Stauffer '83, Aug. 17,
1985, Downers Grove, 111.
Richard Wood 'll and Lisa Andersson-Fetye, June
22, 1985, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Jay Wortley and Mary Grant '78, July 20, 1985,
Racine, Wis.
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Hope’s bookstore weathers another rush
by

Mary Dejonge-Benishek
nn:

uumr

T t’s the first week of spring classes at Hope
JLand Mark Cook isn’t on the phone with a
New York publisher asking why the Biology
112 textbookshaven't arrived at the HopeGeneva Bookstore.
He isn t deciding whether or not to extend
store hours because blizzards have detained
many students from returning Holland.
He isn’t ripping open cartons of notebooks
and hurriedly stocking shelves.
Instead, the bookstore manager leans
’

forward over

a

leisurely cup of coffee in the

Kletz and compares this “book rush,” as he
calls the first week of school, to

previous

ones.
“There’s nothing quite like

says

it,”

Cook,

shaking his head. “For us, it’s like Christmas.”
Although Cook has weathered 26 rushes,
he still doesn’t rest well the night before.
“It’s like taking an exam. I always think
of a few things to do to get ready

once

it

,

but

I

relax

begins,” he says.

Some book rushes are quite literally
“weathered.”
“In 1975, the DeWitt air conditioning
broke down. It was 85 degree outside, close
to 100 degrees in the store, and the humidity
was nearly that too,” Cook recalls. “We must
have had 200 people in the store, the sun
poured through our south windows from
floor to ceiling and we had a young woman
faint in the check-out line.”
Cook recalls another semester when two
cashiers fell ill at the beginningof the rush,
which is particularly disastrous since every
employee is vitallyimportantthat week.
Another year one cash register permanently broke down as nearly 30 students
waited in line. One rush week a bird flew
into the store, causing quite a stir.
At each semester’s commencement,every
Hope student passes through the store at least
once to purchasetextbooks, pens, notebooks,
posters, and perhaps a “Hope College Beach
Club” t-shirt. For students, not finding the
correct text, waiting in line for 30 minutes,
and spending $ 50 on required books are not
uncommon experiences. And they can cause
a lot of anxiety and frustration.
“We’re trying to ameliorate book rush for
students,” Cook explains. “We want it to be
.

1

less stressful.”

To do that, Cook begins planning for rush
months before the fall semester. Textbook
orders from professors are solicited in April

and are sent to publishers by June. By July
the bookstore staff is opening hundreds of
cartons each week, counting and pricing
books, and stocking shelves.
Cook lines up extra staff for rush — the

stocked

Hope-Geneva shelves

In the 1940s students bought books at area

stores until the Blue

Key Service Fraternity

opened a campus store in Van Raalte Hall’s
basement. The college hired Duffy Wade as
its manager in 1954. Wade and the Blue Key
Bookstore moved to the first floor of the
DeWitt Center in 1971 where it was rechristened the Hope-GenevaBookstore.The store
moved again in 983 to DeWitt’s basement,
increasing its floor space from 4,800 to 8,000
square feet.
A percentageof the Hope-Geneva
Bookstore’sprofits are diverted into the
Geneva Scholarship Fund which provides aid
to Hope’s Third World students who show
promise of becoming Christian leaders in
their respective countries. The fund is named
in recognition of the religious and political
contributions given the world by the city of
Geneva and was established in 1971 by a
Reformed Church businessman when he
donated money in the new DeWitt Center
1

store.

Cook assumed

his post in Sept.

1

graduating from Hope the previous

spendingthe summer

in

has only

a

few weeks, not months, to ready

stampede. But then

Hope-Geneva stocks fewer textbooks,
students don’t buy as much, and “the
freshmen have learned the system,” Cook
chuckles.

He

calls the store a “retailanomaly in an

academic setting.”

Taiwan. He had no

TWENTY

first year a

of all was the nearly complete lack of

basic information.

“Coming from a liberalarts background
gave me a lot of confidence though,” Cook
says, “and I thought ‘I can do this’ as well
as ‘This was a big mistake.’”
Back then, Cook was solely responsible
for each of the store’s departments:
textbooks, trade books, supplies, and
clothing. Now, separate stafferssupervise
each.
If

Cook had

general or “trade" books.

customersfind a book or the right
shade of silkscreen ink. As it is, he finds

section,” admits Cook. “Being an English

or helping

himself delegating tasks, shuffling

would spend

books
'

major, that’s what first attractedme here.”
managing advertising campaigns, and
Whereas most college stores do only two
smoothing out shippingand billing snafus.
to two-and-one-halfpercent of their total
Still,believing “bad public relationswill kill
business in trade books, Hope’s store rings
you as fast as bad ordering,” Cook tries to
up eight percent of their sales in poetry,
spend part of each day on the store floor
drama, cookbooks, fiction, children’s books,
assisting customers.
nop-fiction, and “how to” volumes. The
“We want to make the store a place where
trade book department is the one “most
people enjoy shopping, where they can buy clearly linked with the academic mission of
stamps and get their photos developed,”
the college,” Cook affirms, “and that’s why
explains Cook. “That helps public relations we not only stock the latest Garfield comic
more than what we say to students.”
book, but we have Homer, Shakespeare,and
After more than 2 years as bookstore
Whiteman as well.”
manager, Cook feels no tug to move on to a
Some of the classicsmay sit on the shelves
1

larger store or university.

•

“I’m still learning,” he reports, “and I
enjoy working towards perfection within the
confinesof a small environment.”
He certainlyfinds no shortage of challeng-

dramatic increase in our

summer business as

more and more conferences and conventions
use

campus

The
his druthers, he

“I feel a special pride in the general

memos,

ing responsibilities.Last fall the store

“nightmare.” Most nightmarish
records
about store policies, procedures,and other

the store for the January

to the store by its excellent selection of

published a catalog of Hope clothing and
other goods, a project resulting in a 100
percent increase in the store’s mail order
business over the previous year.
Enteringthe mail order business is only
part of Cook’s plan to turn the Hope store
into more of a year-roundbusiness, rather
than a seasonal one. New markets need to
be tapped.
“We have to face it; we still do 50 percent
of our annual sales in the first two weeks pf
each semester,”he says. “But we’ve seen a

week as they oversee orderingsupplies and
imprintedmerchandise, rent extra cash
registers and arrange merchandise displays
on the floor.
of the

most of his working day behind a drawing
board sketching new graphics for sweatshirts

May and

previous experience in retailing and calls his

store’s “cushion” disappears, and the staff

before book rush.

973 after

regular staff of seven doubles to fourteen that

During the winter, of course, most
.

Mark Cook and

facilities.”

store has also

developed a “small, but

loyal” clientele of Holland residents attracted

for a year or two, but

Cook

is

adamant

in

his refusal to stock only romance novels or

New

York Times bestsellers.
Glancing over his coffee towards the
bookstore,Cook once again turns his
thoughtsto book rush and compares it to
playing in an orchestra.
“I used to run around frantically trying to
play all the instruments, but now I try to be
a

conductor. But

my

wife

still

claims I’m the

crabbiest during the two weeks before rush.”

The former “nightmare” of managing the
bookstore seems to have vanished.This
semester no cash registersmalfunctioned,no
students fainted in line, no wayward birds
circled the ceiling,and the cashiers remained
healthy.
“It’s going too well," Cook laughs.
“Something should have gone wrong. "i^t

A brochure describing "Hope" items available at the
Hope-Geneva Bookstorecan be obtained by writing:
Hope-Geneva Bookstore, Hope College,
Holland,Ml 49423
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